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Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service2008

Instructions for
Schedule M-3
(Form 1120-F)
Net Income (Loss) Reconciliation for Foreign Corporations with Reportable Assets
of $10 Million or More

Section references are to the Internal at the end of the corporation’s tax year from Schedule I (Form 1120-F), Interest
Revenue Code unless otherwise noted. that equal or exceed $10 million, must Expense Allocation Under Regulations

complete and file Schedule M-3 in lieu Section 1.882-5, and Schedule H (Form
of Schedule M-1, Reconciliation of 1120-F), Deductions Allocated toGeneral Instructions Income (Loss) per Books With Income Effectively Connected Income Under
per Return. Regulations Section 1.861-8, also be

included. See instructions for Part III,Purpose of Schedule A foreign corporation filing Form
lines 26b, 26c, and 31 on pages 23 and1120-F that is not required to fileSchedule M-3, Part I, determines the
24.Schedule M-3 may voluntarily filenet income (loss) of the

Schedule M-3. A corporation filingnon-consolidated (see
Schedule M-3 must not also fileNon-consolidated financial statement Other Issues Affecting
Schedule M-1. For the first year that aon page 3 for definition) foreign Schedule M-3 Filingcorporation files Schedule M-3, it maycorporation filing Form 1120-F, U.S.
exclude reporting in columns (a) and (e)Income Tax Return of a Foreign Requirementsof Parts II and III.Corporation. Schedule M-3, Parts II and

If a corporation was required to fileIII, reconcile this financial result with the In determining its reportable assets Schedule M-3 for the preceding taxcorporation’s taxable income before the for purposes of Schedule M-3, the year but reports on Schedule L, line 17,NOL deduction and special deductions corporation must use an overall accrual of Form 1120-F total assets at the endon Form 1120-F, Section II, line 29. method of accounting unless both of of the current tax year of less than $10the following apply: (a) the tax return isFor purposes of this reconciliation, million, the corporation is not requiredprepared using an overall cash methodPart I, line 1, provides rules for to file Schedule M-3 for the current taxof accounting, and (b) the corporationdetermining the financial statement(s) year. The corporation may either (a) filedoes not prepare or is not included inthe taxpayer must use in reporting the Schedule M-3 voluntarily, or (b) filefinancial statements prepared on annet income (loss) to be reported on Part Schedule M-1, for the current tax year.accrual basis. For purposes ofI, line 4. Part I, lines 5 through 10 then However, if the corporation chooses tomeasuring total assets at the end of theprovide adjustments to include or file Schedule M-1 for the current taxyear, assets may not be netted or offsetexclude financial results to reconcile the year, and for a subsequent tax year theagainst liabilities.financial statement results reportable corporation is required to file Schedule
on Part I, line 4, to the foreign M-3, the corporation must completeWhen and Where To Filecorporation’s adjusted financial net Schedule M-3 in its entirety (including

Attach Schedule M-3 (Form 1120-F) toincome (loss) reportable on Part I, line all of Parts II and III) for that
the foreign corporation’s Form 1120-F11. subsequent tax year.
income tax return. Be sure to check the

For foreign corporations other than box at the top of Form 1120-F, page 1,
foreign banks (see definition in the Other Form 1120-Findicating that Schedule M-3 is
instructions for Part I, line 1 on page 4), attached. Schedules Affected byPart I, line 11 includes the worldwide
financial net income (loss) of the Schedule M-3Completion of Schedulenon-consolidated foreign corporation,

Requirementsadjusted for the results of excludible M-3
entities and includible disregarded A corporation required to file Schedule
entities. For foreign banks, Part I, line Schedule LM-3 must complete Parts I, II and III of
11, is generally limited to the financial the schedule in its entirety and attach Generally, the assets and liabilities
income (loss) derived from the same the schedule to Form 1120-F. At the required to be reported on Schedule L
set(s) of books that are reported on time the Schedule M-3 is filed, all are the total assets and liabilities
Form 1120-F, Schedule L. Foreign applicable questions must be answered reflected on the set(s) of books of the
banks are foreign corporations on Part I, all columns must be foreign corporation that include assets
described in Temporary Regulations completed on Parts II and III, and all that give rise to U.S. effectively
section 1.882-5T(c)(4). numerical data required by Schedule connected income and U.S. booked

M-3 must be provided. All additional liabilities (as defined in RegulationsWho Must File schedules specifically referenced in section 1.882-5(d)(2) and Temporary
Any foreign corporation required to file these instructions must be completed Regulations sections
Form 1120-F, that reports on Schedule and attached to the Schedule M-3 1.882-5T(d)(2)(ii)(A) and (iii)). The total
L, line 17 of Form 1120-F, total assets when filed. Part III requires that results assets and liabilities include the
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interbranch assets and liabilities and transfer is made. Additionally, a set of 1.882-5(d)(2)(ii) gives rise to less than
the noneffectively connected assets books having no effectively connected worldwide reporting under the facts and
reflected on such books. Such books income or U.S. booked liabilities under circumstances.
will reflect the assets of the foreign Regulations section 1.882-5(d)(2) might

Entity Considerations forcorporation located in the United States still constitute a set of books of the U.S.
and all other of its assets used in its permanent establishment because the Schedule M-3
trade or business within the United items recorded thereon are primarily For purposes of Schedule M-3,States (other than its assets giving rise attributable to the U.S. permanent references to the classification of anto effectively connected income under establishment under the application by entity (for example, as a corporation, asections 864(c)(6) or (7)). A foreign analogy of the OECD Transfer Pricing partnership, or a trust) are to thecorporation may instead elect to report Guidelines as expressly authorized by classification of the entity for U.S.its worldwide assets and liabilities on or pursuant to a U.S. tax treaty and federal income tax purposes.Schedule L under Regulations section accompanying documents. (For treaties

For a foreign corporation other than1.6012-2(g)(1)(iii). If a foreign that expressly provide the right to
a bank, the financial results of an entitycorporation (including a foreign bank) determine the attribution of profits to a
that generally is disregarded aselects worldwide reporting on Schedule U.S. permanent establishment by
separate from the foreign corporationL, the same set(s) of books must be application of the OECD Transfer
filing Form 1120-F for federal incomeused to report the adjusted worldwide Pricing Guidelines, see Articles 7 and
tax purposes (“disregarded entity”) arenet income (loss) results in Part I, line the accompanying Exchange of Notes
reported on Schedule M-3, Part I, line11. to the 2001 United States-United
4, if the foreign corporation’s applicableKingdom and 2003 UnitedIf the foreign corporation has more income statement includes the netStates-Japan Income Tax Treaties.) Inthan one set of books and records income of such disregarded entity.such cases, the set(s) of books thatrelating to assets located in the United Otherwise, the results of themust be reported on Form 1120-F,States or used in a trade or business disregarded entity are separatelySchedule L are those of the U.S.conducted in the United States, it must reported on Part I, line 5. On Parts IIpermanent establishment asreport the combined amounts shown on and III, any item of income, gain, lossdetermined under OECD Transferall such books and records on or deduction of a disregarded entityPricing Guidelines.Schedule L, as adjusted to eliminate must be reported as an item of thetransactions recorded between the foreign corporation, and is not reportedSchedule M-2reportable books. However, amounts on Part II, lines 9, 10, or 11, as from aIf the foreign corporation is a bank (andrecorded between the set(s) of books partnership or pass-through entity. Thechecked the “Yes” box on Part I, line 1and other divisions of the foreign applicable financial statement mayof Schedule M-3), the amount showncorporation or includible entities include a disregarded entity only if it ison Schedule M-2, line 2 (Net incomereportable on Schedule M-3, Part I, line owned directly or indirectly by the(loss) per books) must equal the5, are not eliminated (except for certain foreign corporation. An applicableamount shown on Schedule M-3, Part I,transactions with disregarded entities financial statement may not include aline 11. Both the foreign bank’s Formthat are also reportable on Schedule L), disregarded entity that is the direct or1120-F, Schedule L reporting andunless the taxpayer elects worldwide indirect owner of the foreign corporationSchedule M-3 (Form 1120-F) reportingreporting under Regulations section filing Form 1120-F.are based on the same set(s) of1.6012-2(g)(1)(iii).

Schedule L books which are generally  Foreign bank disregarded entityAdaptation of Form 1120-F, determined on the basis of Temporary books on line 5. For foreign banks,Schedule L for treaty-based Regulations section 1.882-5T(d)(2)(iii). the net income (loss) of certainreporting. The set(s) of books If, however, the foreign bank elects to disregarded entities are not combinedreported on Form 1120-F, Schedule L complete its Form 1120-F, Schedule L with other U.S.-based sets of booksfor treaty-based reporting purposes will on the basis of its worldwide books, reported on line 4. The set(s) of booksgenerally be the same set(s) of books then the bank will be required to report with respect to disregarded entities arereported on Schedule L as described its net income (loss) on Schedule M-3 included on Part I, line 5, if the set(s) ofabove. However, certain books that (Form 1120-F) from the same books of such disregarded entities givegive rise to effectively connected worldwide set(s) of books used for rise to U.S. booked liabilities underincome might not necessarily give rise Form 1120-F, Schedule L purposes. Regulations section 1.882-5(d)(2)(iii).to treaty-based reporting. For example,
Transactions between the set(s) ofthe assets on a set of books could still  If the foreign corporation is not a
books reported on line 4 and line 5 arebe attributed to a U.S. office for bank (and checked the “No” box on
eliminated on line 8. However, a U.S.effectively connected income reporting Part I, line 1), the amount shown on
LLC that is a disregarded entity whosepurposes even when transferred away Schedule M-2, line 2 (Net income (loss)
set(s) of books do not give rise to U.S.from the U.S. permanent establishment per books), will only equal the amount
booked liabilities of the foreign bankfor treaty reporting purposes (see, for shown on Schedule M-3, Part I, line 11
under Regulations sectionexample, Regulations section if the corporation voluntarily chooses to
1.882-5(d)(2)(iii), are not included in1.864-4(c)(5)(iii)) if under the facts and complete Form 1120-F, Schedule L on
line 4 or line 5. Transactions betweencircumstances, such assets also the basis of the corporation’s worldwide
such disregarded entities and set(s) ofconstitute a set of books that give rise set(s) of books under Regulations
books reported on line 4 are notto U.S. booked liabilities under section 1.6012-2(g)(1)(iii), or, if the
eliminated.Regulations section 1.882-5(d)(2). Schedule L books determined under

Under such circumstances, the set of the facts and circumstances constitute Reportable Entity Partnerbooks would remain reportable on the same results as worldwide income
Reporting ResponsibilitiesSchedule L for Code-based reporting reporting under Regulations section

purposes, but for treaty-based reporting 1.882-5(d)(2)(ii). However, the Reportable entity partner. For
purposes, such transfer may effect Schedule M-3 (Form 1120-F) reporting purposes of these instructions, a
attribution to another part of the on Part I, line 11 must always reflect reportable entity partner with respect to
corporate enterprise under a functional the worldwide profits and losses of the a partnership filing Form 1065 is an
and factual analysis and no longer be foreign corporation filing the Form entity that (1) owns or is deemed to
reportable on Schedule L as part of the 1120-F even if the Schedule L books own, directly or indirectly, under these
U.S. permanent establishment after the determined under Regulations section instructions a 50% or greater interest in
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the income, loss or capital of the The reportable entity partner must a U.S. Permanent Establishment on
partnership on any day of the tax year retain a copy of each required report it page 9.
and (2) was required to complete makes to each partnership under these Questions B through D. For
Schedule M-3 on its most recently filed instructions. Each partnership must Schedule M-3, Part I, questions B
U.S. federal income tax return or return retain copies of the required reports it through D, use only the financial
of income filed prior to that day. A receives under these instructions from statements of the foreign corporation
corporation filing a Form 1120-F reportable entity partners. filing Form 1120-F. If the foreign
income tax return required to complete corporation prepares its own financialExample 1. A, an LLC filing a FormSchedule M-3 is subject to the statements but is controlled by another1065 for 2008, is owned 50% by Z, areportable entity partner reporting corporation (U.S. or foreign) thatforeign corporation engaged in trade orresponsibilities with respect to prepares financial statements thatbusiness within the United States. Apartnership interests it owns or is include the foreign corporation, theowns 50% of each of B, C, D, and E,deemed to own, directly or indirectly, on foreign corporation must use for itseach of which is also an LLC filing aor after January 1, 2008. Schedule M-3, Part I, its own financialForm 1065 for calendar year 2008. Z

For purposes of these instructions, statements and may not use thewas first required to complete Schedule
(1) the owner of a disregarded entity is financial statements of the controllingM-3 (Form 1120-F) for its corporate tax
deemed to own all corporate and corporation. These financial statementsyear ended December 31, 2007, and
partnership interests owned or deemed are used for completing line 4.filed its Form 1120-F with Schedule M-3
to be owned under these instructions for 2007 on September 15, 2008. As of Non-consolidated financialby the disregarded entity; (2) the owner September 16, 2008, Z was a statement. A foreign corporation’sof 50% or more of a corporation by vote reportable entity partner with respect to “non-consolidated” financial statementon any day of the corporation’s tax year A and, through A, with respect to B, C, may include a financial statement whichis deemed to own all corporate and D, and E. On October 5, 2008, Z reports a consolidation of entities orpartnership interests owned or deemed reports to A, B, C, D, and E, as it is subsidiaries that the foreign corporationto be owned under these instructions required to do within 30 days of owns. In such a case, the net income orby the corporation during the September 16, that Z is a reportable (loss) of such entities or subsidiariescorporation’s tax year; (3) the owner of entity partner directly owning (with would be included in the amount50% or more of partnership income, respect to A) or deemed to own reported on line 4 and, except forloss, or capital on any day of the indirectly (with respect to B, C, D, and disregarded entities, would bepartnership tax year is deemed to own E) a 50% interest. Therefore, because eliminated by reporting these amountsall corporate and partnership interests Z was a reportable entity partner for on line 7 (see below). Any adjustmentsowned or deemed to be owned under 2008, each of A, B, C, D, and E is associated with removing suchthese instructions by the partnership required to complete Form 1065 amounts would be reported on line 8.during the partnership tax year; and (4) Schedule M-3 for 2008, regardless of

Example 2. FC1 is a foreignthe beneficial owner of 50% or more of whether they would otherwise be
corporation other than a bank, residentthe beneficial interest of a trust or required to complete Schedule M-3 for
in Country X, and engaged in a trade ornominee arrangement on any day of that year. Z must retain a copy of each
business in the United States. FC1 isthe trust or nominee arrangement tax of the required reports it makes to A, B,
required to file Form 1120-F. FC1year is deemed to own all corporate C, D, and E under these instructions,
reports on Schedule L more than $10and partnership interests owned or including the reports it makes on
million in assets and therefore, isdeemed to be owned under these October 5, 2008.
required to file Schedule M-3. FC1 isinstructions by the trust or nominee
owned 100% by FC, its non-bankingarrangement. Part I – Financial parent corporation also resident inReporting requirements of
Country X. FC1’s net income (loss)Information and Netreportable entity partner. A
results are included in a certifiedreportable entity partner with respect to Income (Loss) audited consolidated financiala partnership (as defined above) must
statement of FC. FC1 also has anreport the following to the partnership Reconciliation unconsolidated financial statement thatwithin 30 days of first becoming a
is not certified. In answering questionsreportable entity partner and, after first When To Complete Part I B through D, FC1 may not use FC’sreporting to the partnership under these Part I must be completed for any tax consolidated financial statement. FC1’sinstructions, thereafter within 30 days of year for which the foreign corporation “non-consolidated financial statement”the date of any change in the interest it files Schedule M-3. is its own unconsolidated, worldwideowns or is deemed to own, directly or
financial statement which is a statementindirectly, under these instructions, in Question A. Treaty position taken on
described in question C. If FC was alsothe partnership: (1) its name, (2) its Form 1120-F, Section II, for taxable
engaged in a trade or business withinmailing address, (3) its taxpayer income. If a foreign corporation is
the United States with reportable assetsidentification number (TIN or EIN), if resident in a country having a treaty
over $10 million, then FC would beapplicable, (4) its entity or organization with the United States that expressly
required to file its own Schedule M-3type, (5) the state or country in which it permits determining the attribution of
and would be required to use itsis organized, (6) the date on which it profits to a permanent establishment
certified audited financial statementfirst became a reportable entity partner, under OECD Transfer Pricing
described in question B. In such(7) the date with respect to which it is Guidelines principles (e.g., United
circumstances, FC1 would continue toreporting a change in its ownership States-United Kingdom or United
use its own non-consolidated statementinterest in the partnership, if applicable, States-Japan Income Tax Treaties),
described in question C.(8) the interest in the partnership it answer “Yes” if the corporation reports

owns or is deemed to own in the income under the treaty method in lieu Example 3. Same facts as
partnership, directly or indirectly (as of the effectively connected income Example 2, except FC1 is a
defined under these instructions), as of rules under sections 864 and 882. For disregarded entity. Under U.S. tax
the date with respect to which it is reporting under this method in Parts II principles, FC is the taxpayer treated as
reporting, and (9) any change in that and III, see Treatment of Items Under directly engaged in trade or business
interest as of the date with respect to an Eligible Treaty-Based Return within the United States and is required
which it is reporting. Position to Attribute Business Profits to to file Form 1120-F and Schedule M-3.
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FC’s “non-consolidated” financial defined above), check the “Yes” box books must also be reported on line 4,
statement is its consolidated certified and report the name of the exchange(s) or if such other books are set(s) of
audited financial statement, described on the line provided. The foreign books of disregarded entities, they must
in question B, because it is the financial corporation whose stock is publicly be reported on line 5. Interbranch
statement of the company engaged in a traded need not file Schedule M-3 transactions between the Schedule L
trade or business within the United (Form 1120-F) unless such corporation books must be eliminated and the
States that is required to file Form is also engaged in a trade or business eliminating transactions reported, if
1120-F and Schedule M-3. FC’s within the United States and has necessary, on line 8.
consolidated entities (other than any reportable assets of $10 million or If the foreign bank does not have the
disregarded entities) are eliminated as more. If the foreign corporation whose certified audited financial statements
“non-includible” entities on Part I, line 7. stock is publicly traded is not engaged described in question D, the bank

in a trade or business within the United should use any other financialLine 1. Foreign Banks States, its foreign subsidiary statement derived from the set(s) ofDescribed in Temporary corporation that is engaged in a trade books from which the balance sheetRegulations Section or business with $10 million or more of reported on Form 1120-F, Schedule L1.882-5T(c)(4) reportable assets must still file is derived. For this purpose, the term
Schedule M-3 with its Form 1120-F.If a foreign corporation is a foreign bank “any other financial statement” includes

described in Temporary Regulations unaudited financial statementsLine 4. Net Income (Loss) from
section 1.882-5T(c)(4), answer “Yes” to prepared by the corporation under thethe Income Statement IdentifiedPart I, line 1. Special rules pertain to method of accounting generally used byin Part I, Line 1the corporation for Part I, lines 4 the corporation’s U.S. operations. If no

Part I, line 4, reports the net incomethrough 11. For Schedule M-3 such statements are available, trial
(loss) from the applicable incomepurposes, a foreign bank is defined balances prepared from general
statement identified in Part I, line 1.based on section 581 principles with ledgers or similar other records should

respect to the conduct of its banking Foreign banks.  If the foreign bank be used.
activities on a worldwide level, without has the type of non-consolidated, Foreign corporations other thanregard to whether it conducts a banking worldwide financial statement described banks. If the foreign corporation is nottrade or business within the United in question B or C, the foreign bank a bank, Part I, questions B, C, and D,States. These requirements include should check the “Yes” box for the provide a hierarchy of applicablehaving a substantial part of its applicable question B or C. However, income statements for reporting on Partworldwide business consist of receiving do not report these results on Part I, I, line 4. If the corporation has thedeposits and making loans and line 4 unless the foreign bank also non-consolidated, worldwide, certifieddiscounts, or of exercising fiduciary chooses worldwide reporting of the audited financial statement described inpowers similar to those permitted to set(s) of books on Form 1120-F, question B, report the net income (loss)national banks. In addition, the foreign Schedule L under Regulations section from such statements on line 4. If thecorporation must be subject to bank 1.6012-2(g)(1)(iii). If the foreign bank corporation does not have a financialregulatory supervision in its country of has certified audited financial statement of that type but does haveincorporation. statements for the set(s) of books from the non-consolidated, worldwidewhich the balance sheet reported onLine 2. Questions Regarding unaudited financial statement describedForm 1120-F, Schedule L is derived (as in question C, report the net incomeIncome Statement Period and described in question D), the net (loss) from such statements on line 4.Restatements income (loss) from such statements is These unaudited financial statementsEnter the beginning and ending dates used to complete line 4, except that any should first include those prepared byon line 2a for the corporation’s annual disregarded entities whose results are the corporation under the method ofincome statement period ending with or reportable on Schedule L are excluded accounting generally used by thewithin the current tax year. from line 4 unless they are included in corporation. If no such unauditedthe corporation’s financial consolidationPart I, lines 2b and 2c, regarding statements are available, other financialof its Schedule L books in accordancerestatements of income statements, statements may be used, including trialwith the bank’s ordinary andrefer to the income statement issued by balances prepared from theconsistently applied internal accountingthe corporation filing the U.S. income corporation’s worldwide books andpractices. Disregarded entitiestax return. Answer “Yes” on lines 2b records that are based on the methodincludible in Schedule L, that are notand/or 2c if the corporation’s annual of accounting generally used by theincluded in a non-tax financialincome statement has been restated for corporation.consolidation of the corporation’sany reason. Attach a short explanation

If the foreign corporation has none ofSchedule L books in accordance withof the reason for the restatement for
these financial statements, then the netthe bank’s ordinary and consistentlyeach applicable period, including the
income (loss) derived from the set(s) ofapplied internal accounting practices,original amount and restated amount of
books described in question D is usedare separately reported on Part I, line 5.each annual statement period’s net
to report net income (loss) on line 4,income. Ordinary and consistent internal
excluding disregarded entities. Allaccounting practices.  If the foreignLine 3. Publicly Traded Stock disregarded entities are reported onbank’s ordinary and consistently
Part I, line 5. For corporation’s otherIf the foreign corporation’s stock is applied accounting practices include
than banks, the set(s) of bookstraded on any exchange, domestic or the consolidation of more than one set
described in question D are those thatforeign, please report the name of the of books that is reportable on Schedule
give rise to U.S. booked liabilities underexchange(s) on the line provided. If L as determined under Temporary
Regulations section 1.882-5(d)(2) andadditional room is needed, attach a Regulations section 1.882-5T(d)(2)(iii),
Temporary Regulations sectionschedule. the foreign bank may use such set(s) of
1.882-5T(d)(2)(ii), and not underFor purposes of line 3, if the foreign books as a starting point for completing
Temporary Regulations sectioncorporation’s stock is not publicly Part I, line 4. If additional set(s) of
1.882-5T(d)(2)(iii).traded (as defined above) and its voting books also constitute Schedule L books

stock is owned or controlled 50% or that are not included in the All foreign corporations. The
more by another foreign corporation consolidation of other Schedule L amount on line 4 must equal the
whose stock is publicly traded (as books, then such other Schedule L financial statement net income (loss) for
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the income statement period ending engaged itself in a trade or business have a worldwide trial balance to report
with or within the tax year as indicated within the United States but has income its worldwide income as satisfaction of
on line 2a. effectively connected with another trade the requirements of question C. In such

or business within the United States of circumstances, the corporation willIf the income statement period
the foreign bank; and have used Form 1120-F, Schedule Ldiffers from the corporation’s tax year,

2. The net income (loss) of the books determined under Regulationsthe income statement period indicated
entity would be includible on Part I, line section 1.882-5(d)(2)(ii) on lines 4 andon line 2a applies for purposes of Part
4, if the assets and liabilities of such 5 and will need to report the net incomeI, lines 4 through 8.
entity were held directly by the foreign (loss) from all non-Schedule L books on

Reporting with Schedule L set(s) bank rather than by the disregarded line 6. This is a “bottom up”
of books. Question D filers. All foreign entity. This determination is made reconciliation to worldwide income that
banks (and any other foreign separately for each disregarded entity. the Schedule M-3 reporting
corporation that reports on Part I, line 4, requirements apply as a last resort.
the financial results from the set(s) of If the income of the includible entity Line 6 reporting does not apply to
books used in preparing Form 1120-F, is effectively connected with a trade or foreign banks or to corporations other
Schedule L, excluding disregarded business within the United States but than banks that are able to report
entities), must attach a schedule that would not have been includible on Part worldwide net income (loss) on lines 4
identifies each book (e.g., New York I, line 4, if it were held directly by the and 5 from financial statements
Branch, International Banking Facility, foreign corporation rather than by the described in questions B or C, or from
Cayman Branch) and its net income includible entity, then any effectively worldwide trial balances.
(loss) that is included on Part I, line 4. connected income of the includible

Attach a supporting schedule thatHowever, if a foreign bank in its entity is reported on Part II, line 23,
provides by country, the name and netordinary business practice prepares a columns (b) through (e), instead of Part
income (loss) per the financialconsolidation of one or more books I, line 5. Income of this latter type will
statement on Part I, line 6, of all foreignrequired to be reported on Schedule L, be income that is treated as effectively
locations. Foreign corporations othersuch consolidated results may be connected income under section
than banks that have effectivelyreported on line 4 in lieu of reporting 864(c)(6) or (7), or it will be individual
connected income with respect tothe separate results for each book in items of effectively connected income
transactions entered into as a globalthe consolidation. If a consolidation of from the set(s) of books of a
dealer in securities must reportreportable books does not exist, then disregarded entity that does not give
separately in this supporting scheduletransactions recorded between these rise to U.S. booked liabilities as defined
the net income (loss) for each set(s) ofbooks must be separately eliminated in Temporary Regulations section
books for which the effectivelyand shown in the aggregate as a 1.882-5T(d)(2)(iii).
connected dealer income is recordedseparate reconciling elimination line

Foreign corporations other than a within each separate country. Allitem on this schedule. Do not include
bank. If the foreign corporation is not foreign corporations must report theireliminations for transactions with
a bank, include on line 5, all effectively connected global dealingdisregarded entities reported on line 5.
disregarded entities not included on income in Part II, line 16.Report on line 8, the eliminations for
Part I, line 4. When a foreigntransactions between set(s) of books
corporation reports income (loss) from Line 7. Net Income (Loss) ofreported on line 4 and disregarded
a financial statement identified in Nonincludible Entitiesentities reported on line 5.
question B or C, net income (loss) of a This line will generally not apply todisregarded entity may or may not beLine 5. Net Income (Loss) from foreign banks (unless a nonincludibleincluded on line 4, depending on theIncludible Disregarded Entities entity is financially consolidated in theforeign corporation’s accounting(“Includible Entities”) Schedule L set(s) of books), nor does itprinciples. However, inclusion of apply to foreign corporations other thanInclude the net income (loss) of any disregarded entities will be necessary banks that report on Part I, lines 4 anddisregarded entity that is not included in on line 5 when a taxpayer has reported 5, income (loss) from the financialthe income reported on Part I, line 4, on Part I, line 4, amounts from financial statements described in question D. Forbut should be included in Part I, line 11. statements described in question D or any other corporations, remove the netThe financial results of disregarded similar unaudited statements. income (in line 7a) or loss (in line 7b) offoreign entities are reported on lines 5a

Adjustments for intercompany any other entity whose income (loss) is(income) and 5b (loss), and the
transactions between the foreign reported on Part I, line 4, but should befinancial results of disregarded U.S.
corporation and includible disregarded excluded from Part I, line 11. Examplesentities are reported on lines 5c
entities may be required. See the of such entities are the foreign(income) and 5d (loss). The applicable
instructions for Part I, line 8 below. corporation’s subsidiaries (other thanfinancial statement of the disregarded

disregarded entities) and partnershipsentity to be used is determined first All foreign corporations. Attach a
that were combined with theunder question B if available, then supporting schedule that lists for each
corporation in the type of consolidatedunder question C. However, a foreign includible disregarded entity reported
financial statement described inbank should only use the set(s) of on lines 5a through 5d the name, EIN
questions B or C. Do not remove inbooks from the disregarded entity that (if applicable), and net income (loss)
Part I the financial statement netgive rise to U.S. booked liabilities under per the financial statement of that
income (loss) of any nonincludibleTemporary Regulations section includible disregarded entity.
entity accounted for in the financial1.882-5T(d)(2)(iii) and are reportable on
statements on the equity method.Schedule L. Line 6. Net Income (Loss) Not
Adjustments are made for these entitiesIncluded on Lines 4 and 5 fromForeign banks. A foreign bank
on Part II, lines 8 through 11.should include on line 5 each Includible Foreign Locations

disregarded entity that meets the Line 6 applies only to foreign In addition, on Part I, line 8,
following two conditions. corporations other than banks whose adjustments for intercompany

1. The entity is either itself engaged books and records are not sufficient to transactions between the foreign
in a trade or business within the United report worldwide income on lines 4 and corporation and nonincludible entities
States and has generated income 5. Line 6 reporting will be necessary may be required. See instructions for
effectively connected with it or, it is not only when the corporation does not line 8.
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Attach a supporting schedule that Part I, line 7, because the income to worldwide, certified audited financial
provides the name, EIN (if applicable), which the consolidation or elimination statements.
and net income (loss) per the financial entries relate has been removed. In On Schedule M-3, F must check
statement or books and records addition, consolidation or elimination “Yes” to question B. F must report its
included on line 4 that is removed on entries must be reported on line 8 to net income (loss) from its
this line 7 for each separate eliminate any intercompany dividends non-consolidated, worldwide, certified
nonincludible entity. received by the foreign corporation from audited financial statements on Part I,

any disregarded entity whose results line 4. On Part I, line 5, F must includeLine 8. Adjustments to are included on Part I, line 5. the net income (line 5c) or loss (line 5d)Intercompany Transactions
generated by S1, the disregarded U.S.Special treatment of equityInclude on Part I, line 8: (i) adjustments entity. Because S2 is included in themethod inclusions for a foreignto consolidation entries and elimination non-consolidated, worldwide, certifiedcorporation other than a bank. If aentries that are contained in the amount audited financial statements, it is notforeign corporation other than a bankreported on Part I, line 4, required as a reported on Part I, line 5, since it isreports worldwide income on Part I, lineresult of adding amounts on Part I, lines already included on Part I, line 4.4, and is an owner of an interest in5 and 6; and (ii) amounts of any another entity that (1) is accounted for Any adjustments necessary toadditional consolidation entries and in the foreign corporation’s separate remove intercompany transactionselimination entries that are required as general ledger on the equity method, between F and S1 must be reported ona result of removing amounts on Part I, and (2) is fully consolidated in the Part I, line 8.line 7. foreign corporation’s worldwide
Line 9. Adjustment to ReconcileForeign banks. For foreign banks, financial statements thus eliminating

adjustments are necessary to ensure Income Statement Period to Taxthe equity inclusion, and if that entity is
consistency with the financial results of Yearalso reported on Part I, line 7, as a
the set(s) of books reported on Form nonincludible entity, then an adjustment Include on line 9 any adjustments1120-F, Schedule L. Adjustments on on Part I, line 8, must be made. The necessary to reconcile differencesline 8 are necessary to account for foreign corporation must restore on between the income statement periodelimination of certain transactions Schedule M-3, Part I, line 8, the equity reported on line 2a and therecorded between the Schedule L income inclusion from that entity. If the corporation’s tax year. Attach abooks reported on line 4 and for foreign corporation does not account for supporting schedule identifying the typetransactions between the foreign bank the entity on the equity method on its of transaction and amount of eachand each disregarded entity reported own general ledger, it will not have adjustment.on Part I, line 5. For example, eliminated the equity income for
adjustments must be reported on line 8 Line 10. Other Adjustments tonon-consolidated, worldwide financial
to eliminate any intercompany Reconcile to Amount on Line 11statement purposes, and therefore will
dividends received by the foreign have no elimination of equity income to Include on line 10 any other
corporation from any disregarded entity reverse. adjustments, not reportable on lines 5
whose results are included on Part I, through 9, to reconcile net incomeThe attached supporting scheduleline 5. However, if a disregarded entity (loss) on Part I, line 4, with net incomefor Part I, line 8, must identify the typeis not reportable in Part I (e.g., because (loss) on Part I, line 11.(e.g., minority interest, intercompanyit does not give rise to U.S. booked

For any adjustments reported ondividends, etc.) and amount ofliabilities under Temporary Regulations
Part I, line 10, attach a supportingconsolidation or elimination entriessection 1.882-5T(d)(2)(iii)), the dividend
schedule that provides, for each entityreported, as well as the names of thereceived by the foreign bank is not
to which an adjustment relates: theentities to which they pertain. It is noteliminated on Part I, line 8. Instead, the
name and EIN (if applicable) of thenecessary to report intercompanydividend is eliminated as an interbranch
entity, the nature of the adjustment, theeliminations that net to zero on Part I,transaction on Part II, line 3, column
amount of net income (loss) included inline 8, such as intercompany interest(c).
Part I before any adjustments on lineincome and expense. For instance, ifForeign corporations other than a 10, and the amount of net income (loss)the foreign corporation reports interestbank.  For foreign corporations other included on Part I, line 11.income on Part I, line 4, fromthan a bank, adjustments are transactions with a disregarded entitynecessary in order to ensure that the Line 11. Adjusted Financial Netincluded on Part I, line 5, it is notconsolidation entries and intercompany Income (Loss) of thenecessary (but allowable) to report theelimination entries included in the Non-Consolidated Foreignoffsetting gross interest income andamount reported on Part I, line 11, are Corporationgross interest expense on Part I, line 8.only those applicable to worldwide
The sum of lines 4 through 10income of the non-consolidated foreign Example 4. F is a foreign
constitutes the adjustedcorporation. Adjustments on line 8 may corporation other than a bank and has
non-consolidated financial net incomebe with respect to transactions between a fiscal financial and tax year end. F
(loss) of the foreign corporation that isthe foreign corporation and either a files Form 1120-F because it engaged
to be reconciled in Parts II and III withdisregarded entity reported on Part I, in a trade or business within the United
the foreign corporation’s taxableline 5, or a nonincludible entity reported States and is required to file Schedule
income reported on Form 1120-F,on Part I, line 7. Adjustments for M-3. F owns two U.S. subsidiaries, S1
Section II, line 29.transactions with nonincludible entities and S2, and has made a check the box

are required only when the foreign election for S1 to be treated as a In all cases, Part I, line 11, includes
corporation reports worldwide income disregarded entity. Both S1 and S2 the net income of only those entities
on Part I, line 4, from a financial have the same fiscal year end as F. In whose income is eligible to be included
statement described in Part I, questions addition, F’s home country accounting under U.S. tax principles, in whole or
B through C. For example, adjustments rules require the inclusion of S2’s part, on the U.S. income tax return for
must be reported on line 8 to remove income and expenses in F’s the tax year. It is not permissible to
minority interests and to reverse the non-consolidated, worldwide, certified remove the net income of
elimination of intercompany dividends audited financial statements. However, non-includible entities reportable on line
included on Part I, line 4, that relate to S1’s income and expenses are not 7 and then add back such income on
the net income of entities removed on included in F’s non-consolidated, lines 8 through 10, such that the
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amount reported on line 11 includes the on Part I, line 4. NI’s income of $40,000 If, for any tax year (or tax years)
net income of entities not eligible to be prior to the first tax year a foreignis reported on Part I, line 7, because NI
includible in the U.S. income tax return. corporation is required to file Scheduleis a nonincludible entity. The $5,000 of

M-3, a foreign corporation voluntarilyinterest income is reported on Part I,Example 5. Foreign corporations
files Schedule M-3 in lieu of Scheduleline 8. Assuming no other adjustmentsother than a bank. FC is a foreign
M-1, then in those voluntary filing yearsare required on Part I, lines 9 and 10,corporation other than a bank engaged
the corporation is not required tothe total income reported on Part I, linein trade or business within the United
complete columns (a) and (e). In11 is $85,000 ($120,000 – $40,000 +States and required to file Form 1120-F
addition, in the first tax year the foreign$5,000).and Schedule M-3. FC does not have
corporation subsequently is required toincome statements that report its Example 7. Foreign bank. FC is a file Schedule M-3, the corporation is notnon-consolidated, worldwide income, foreign corporation that is a bank required to complete columns (a) andbut FC does have unaudited income engaged in trade or business within the (e) of Parts II and III.statements for the set(s) of books it United States and required to file Form

If a foreign corporation chooses notreports on Schedule L with respect to 1120-F and Schedule M-3. FC has
to complete columns (a) and (e) in theits trade or business within the United certified audited income statements that
first tax year the foreign corporation isStates. Included in these results are report its non-consolidated, worldwide
required to file Schedule M-3 (or in anyforeign disregarded entity FDE1 with net income and unaudited income
year in which the corporation voluntarilynet income of $20,000 and foreign statements for the set(s) of books it
files Schedule M-3), then Part II, linedisregarded entity FDE2 with net loss of reports on Schedule L for its trade or
28, is reconciled by the corporation in($5,000). FDE1 and FDE2 do not have business within the United States. FC
the following manner:any effectively connected income and reports net income on the set(s) of

do not have books that give rise to U.S. 1. Report the amount from Part I,books of its trade or business within the
booked liabilities under Temporary line 11, on Part II, line 28, column (a);United States of $50,000, which
Regulations section 1.882-5T(d)(2)(ii). 2. Do not complete Part II, lines 1includes the results of U.S. disregarded
FC reports net income on these through 27, columns (a) and (e);entity USDE1 with net income of
financial statements of $50,000. In 3. Do not complete Part III, columns$15,000 and U.S. disregarded entity
addition, FC has foreign locations that (a) and (e);USDE2 with a net loss of ($5,000).
are not included in such income 4. Report on Part II, line 28,

Although FC must answer “Yes” tostatements. These locations do not columns (b) through (d), the total of
question B, FC must not report on Parthave effectively connected income on Part II, lines 1 through 27, columns (b)
I, line 4, the results of theseset(s) of books that give rise to U.S. through (d) respectively, and
non-consolidated, worldwide, certifiedbooked liabilities. The financial net 5. Report on Part II, line 28, column
audited income statements. FC mustincome of such foreign locations is (e), the sum of Part II, line 28, columns
also answer “No” to question D. FC$25,000. (a), (b), (c) and (d).
must report on Part I, line 4, the amountFC must answer “No” to questions B from the unaudited income statements Note. Part II, line 28, column (e), mustthrough D in Part I. FC must report on for the set(s) of books it reports on equal the amount on Form 1120-F,Part I, line 4, $35,000 (total income Schedule L of $40,000 (total income Section II, line 29.reported of $50,000, excluding the reported of $50,000, excluding the Example 8. For the 2007, 2008,results of FDE1 and FDE2). On Part I, results of USDE1 and USDE2 which and 2009 tax years, foreign corporationline 5a, FC will include the $20,000 of also give rise to effectively connected A has total assets on the last day of thenet income of FDE1 and will include on income and are set(s) of books tax year as reported on Schedule L,Part I, line 5b, the ($5,000) net loss of included in Form 1120-F, Schedule L). line 17, column (d), of $8 million, $11FDE2. The net income of $25,000 from On Part I, line 5c, FC will include the million, and $12 million, respectively. Aforeign locations must be included on $15,000 of net income of USDE1 and is required to file Schedule M-3 for itsPart I, line 6. will include on Part I, line 5d, the 2008 and 2009 tax years.Example 6. Foreign corporations ($5,000) net loss of USDE2. Assuming

For its 2007 tax year, A voluntarilyother than a bank. FC is a foreign no other adjustments are required on
filed Schedule M-3 in lieu of Schedulecorporation other than a bank engaged Part I, lines 8 through 10, the net
M-1 and did not complete columns (a)in trade or business within the United income reported on Part I, line 4, is
and (e) of Parts II and III.States and is required to file Form $40,000, and the net income reported

1120-F and Schedule M-3. FC owns NI, For A’s 2008 tax year, the first taxon line 11 is $50,000.
a C corporation for federal income tax year that A is required to file Schedule
purposes. FC has certified audited M-3, A is only required to complete PartHow to Complete Columns in
income statements that report its I and columns (b), (c) and (d) of Parts IIParts II and IIIworldwide income and that of NI. FC and III.

Columns (a) and (e). For each linereports net income on these statements For A’s 2009 tax year, A is requireditem in Parts II and III, report in columnof $120,000. Included in these results to complete Schedule M-3 in its(a) the amount of the item included inare foreign disregarded entity FDE1 entirety.the net income (loss) reported on Part I,with net income of $30,000, foreign
In addition, for A’s 2008 tax year, Aline 11. For each line item, report indisregarded entity FDE2 with net loss of

may voluntarily complete Schedule M-3column (e) the amount included in($5,000), and NI’s net income of
in its entirety.determining taxable income (loss) on$40,000. FDE1 and FDE2 both have

Form 1120-F, Section II, line 29.effectively connected income that give Columns (b), (c), and (d)
rise to U.S. booked liabilities. Interest A foreign corporation is not required The temporary and permanent
income of $5,000 received by FC from to complete columns (a) and (e) for the differences reportable in columns (b)
NI is eliminated in the preparation of first tax year the foreign corporation is and (c) are those book tax differences
these statements. required to file Schedule M-3. The determined through a comparison of

corporation must complete columns (a)FC must answer “Yes” to question B. the financial statement and tax
and (e) for all tax years it is required toFC must report on Part I, line 4, amounts, under the Code or an
file Schedule M-3 that are subsequent$120,000. The results of FDE1 and applicable treaty, for each of the line
to the first tax year the corporation isFDE2 are not reported on Part I, line 5, items included in Part I, line 11 and
required to file Schedule M-3.since their results are already included shown on Parts II and III.
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Column (b). Temporary book tax apportionment is necessary in column interest expense on line 26.
differences. In column (b), report the (d) for such amounts. Corporations other than banks do not
book tax difference for each item report the allocation of expenses underSpecial treatment may apply forexpected to reverse in a future year or Regulations section 1.861-8 fromcolumn (c) reporting on Part III, lineswhich reverses a prior year difference Schedule H (Form 1120-F), line 20, on26d (U.S. source substitute interest(whether or not so reported on a prior Schedule M-3, Part III, line 31.payments), 26e (interest equivalents),year’s Schedule M-3). Temporary and 27 (U.S. source substitute dividend Part III, lines 26d, 26e and 27. Indifferences that increase the amount payments). See instructions for those Part III, line 26d (substitute interestshown in column (a) are reported as a lines below. payments), line 26e (interestpositive number. equivalents) and line 27 (substituteApportionments between

Column (c). Permanent book tax dividend payments), amounts in theseeffectively and non-effectively
differences. In column (c) report any categories paid by the foreignconnected income (ECI and
book tax difference not expected to corporation that are not included innon-ECI).  The combination of
reverse in a future year, and that also column (a) are reported in column (c)columns (a), (b) and (c) results in the
does not constitute a reversal of a prior as a positive number. Amountsgross taxable income or deduction
year difference. The determination described in lines 26d, 26e and 27 areamount under U.S. tax principles for
whether a difference is temporary or reported in column (c) whether or noteach line item in Parts II and III that is
permanent should be based on the any of the amount is apportionable ineligible for allocation and apportionment
facts available at the time the foreign whole or in part to ECI in column (e).between ECI and non-ECI.
corporation files its U.S. tax return. If Column (d) is used for these line items

Columns (d) and (e). Foreignthe foreign corporation is unable to only to apportion amounts to non-ECI.
bank. Column (d) is used to report thedetermine whether a difference Example 9. FC is a foreign bankcombined amount of columns (a), (b),between column (a) and column (e) for that is required to file Form 1120-F andand (c) that is allocated andan item will reverse in a future tax year Schedule M-3. FC included on Part I,apportioned to non-ECI. If an amountor reverses a prior year book tax line 11, $100 of interest income, ofapportioned to non-ECI is included indifference, report the difference for that which $60 is effectively connectedcolumn (a), then report such amount asitem in column (c). tax-exempt interest income and $40 isa negative number in column (d). If the

Amounts that are permanent noneffectively connected tax-exemptapportioned amount included in column
differences that reduce the income or interest income. In addition, FC(a) is a loss, then include the
expense amount shown in column (a) included on Part I, line 11, $300 of feeapportioned loss as a positive number
are recorded as negative numbers. For and commission income that wasin column (d). Certain income may be
example, interbranch income and recognized for U.S. tax purposes in aapportioned to ECI that is not reported
expense amounts recorded on a foreign prior year. FC also included $400 ofon the Schedule L books and is not
bank’s books reportable on Schedule L meals and entertainment expenses ofreportable in column (a). These
(and therefore included in column (a)) which $200 is deductible under sectionamounts include allocable global
that are disregarded under U.S. tax 274. FC determines that 60% of itsdealing income in Part II, line 16 and
principles are permanent differences deductions under U.S. tax principlesother income from non-Schedule L
reportable as negative amounts in are allocable to noneffectivelybooks reportable in Part II, line 23.
column (c). connected income.Such income is apportioned to ECI and

reported in column (d) as a positive If interbranch amounts recorded on FCs reports on Part II, line 4a,
number. For amounts reportable in PartSchedule L books are treated as column (a), the $100 of tax-exempt
II, if the apportioned amount is a loss,third-party amounts under Proposed interest income. FC reports ($100) of
report such loss as a negative numberRegulations section 1.863-3(h) of the permanent book tax difference on line
in column (d). In column (e), combineglobal dealing rules, or recognition 4a, column (c) to eliminate the
the amounts in columns (a), (b), (c) andtreatment is otherwise provided under tax-exempt interest income. No amount
(d), to determine the amount of eachan Advance Pricing Agreement or is reportable on line 4a, column (d)
line item apportioned to ECI. SeeMutual Agreement Procedure, then since all of the income is a permanent
special reporting instructions forsuch interbranch amounts are treated difference under U.S. tax principles
reporting amounts in column (d) foras amounts subject to apportionment without regard to its allocation between
substitute dividend and substitutebetween non-ECI and ECI in columns effectively and noneffectively connected
interest income in Part II, lines 3c and(d) and (e) and not as permanent income. FC also includes on Part II, line
4b and for the allocation anddifferences in column (c). 7, column (a), the $300 of fee and
apportionment of interest expense in commission income. Since this amountAmounts that are apportionable to Part III, line 26. Expenses allocable was already recognized in a prior yearnon-ECI are generally reportable only in from Schedule H, line 20 are reportable for U.S. tax purposes, FC reports oncolumn (d). However, some amounts in Part III, line 31 in columns (d) and (e) line 7, column (b), a temporarymay be both permanent differences as a positive number. difference of ($300). On Part III, line 10,under U.S. tax principles and also be Columns (d) and (e). Foreign column (a), FC includes the $400 ofapportioned to non-ECI under section corporations other than banks. meals and entertainment expenses. FC864(c). Foreign corporations other than banks first computes its limitation under

 A permanent difference may not be use column (d) to report section 274 before determining the
double-counted by including it a second apportionments only to non-ECI. In Part amount allocable to noneffectively
time in column (d). In such II, column (d) report apportionments of connected income for purposes of
circumstances, where an amount income as a negative amount and column (d). Therefore, FC reports in on
includible in column (a) is both a report losses as a positive number. Part III, line 10, column (c), a
permanent difference and Combine columns (a), (b), (c) and (d) to permanent difference of ($200). FC
apportionable to non-ECI, the amount is reconcile the amount apportioned to then determines the 60% of remaining
reported in column (c) and not in ECI in column (e). For Part III, except meals and entertainment expense that
column (d). Accordingly, non-ECI for lines 26 and 31, report expenses is allocable to noneffectively connected
tax-exempt interest is reported in that are apportioned to non-ECI as a income and reports this $120 on Part
column (c) as a permanent difference negative number in column (d). See III, line 10, column (d) as a negative
under U.S. tax principles. No additional special instructions for the reporting of amount. FC combines columns (a), (b),
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(c) and (d) and reports the $80 includible in column (a) may have to the U.S. permanent establishment in
deductible amount in line 10, column temporary book tax differences column (e).
(e). reportable in column (b)). For amounts Example 11. Treaty-based

reported in Part II, column (a), do notExample 10. The facts are the reporting of business profits. FC is
report as permanent differences,same as in Example 9, except the $100 a foreign bank that has three sets of
interbranch interest or other interbranchof tax-exempt interest is not included books that give rise to U.S. book
income in column (c) or noneffectivelyon Part I, line 11, and is therefore liabilities under Regulations section
connected income including foreignexcluded from Part II, line 4, column 1.882-5(d)(2)(iii) and that are reportable
related party interest, dividends or(a). Because the $100 of tax-exempt on Form 1120-F, Schedule L. Two of
royalties that are not effectivelyinterest income is allocable to both ECI the books are maintained in the United
connected income under sectionand non-ECI, it has significance in States by its U.S. branch. The third
864(c)(4)(D) in column (d) to the extentdetermining the allocation of expenses book is a portfolio of effectively
such amounts are attributable to theunder indirect methods under connected loans that are recorded,
U.S. permanent establishment underRegulations section 1.861-8, and is managed and funded in FC’s home
the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines,therefore required to be reported on office in Country X. The three books
applied by analogy. For foreign banks,Part II, line 23 as income not included are consolidated for Form 1120-F,
if any amounts are not reported in Partin the Schedule L books that is Schedule L reporting purposes. FC files
II, column (a), as part of the set(s) ofallocable and apportionable to ECI. its Form 1120-F and Schedule M-3
books that constitute the books of theBecause no amount is includible in under an eligible treaty to report its
U.S. permanent establishment, but arecolumn (a), the full $100 of tax-exempt business profits attributable to its U.S.
attributable to the U.S. permanentinterest is reported in column (d) as a permanent establishment in lieu of
establishment under application of thepositive number and in column (c) as a reporting its net effectively connected
OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines,negative number . As a result, there is income under sections 864 and 882.
such amounts are included asno amount reportable in column (e). The two books maintained in the United
permanent differences in columns (c) States are primarily attributable to FC’sTreatment of Items Under an and (d). Report in column (e) all U.S. permanent establishment. The
amounts that are attributable to theEligible Treaty-Based Return third set of books that constitutes a set
permanent establishment. of books for Regulations sectionPosition to Attribute

1.882-5(d)(2)(iii) purposes is notTreaty-based reporting for foreignBusiness Profits to a U.S. attributable to FC’s permanentcorporations other than banks.
Permanent Establishment establishment in the year FC files itsForeign corporations other than banks

Form 1120-F under the treaty-basedIf a foreign corporation elects to use an must include interbranch income and
method.eligible treaty (e.g., Article 7 and expense as book tax differences to the

accompanying Exchange of Notes of extent such items are not included in  On the two books that are
the 2001 United States-United Kingdom worldwide income reported on Part I, attributable to FC’s U.S. permanent
and 2003 United States-Japan Income line 11, and such items are attributable establishment, FC records net book
Tax treaties) that provides a to the U.S. permanent establishment. income of $175. (FC has the following
permissible method other than the rules Interbranch income should have been income: $500 of interbranch interest
of section 864(c) and 882 to determine eliminated in arriving at the adjusted income, $200 of noneffectively
its profits attributable to a U.S. non-consolidated income reportable on connected interest income, and $1,200
permanent establishment, check the Part I, line 11. To the extent such of effectively connected income under
“Yes” box for question A on Part I of interbranch amounts are attributable to Code-based principles. FC has $1,000
Schedule M-3. If an eligible treaty is a U.S. permanent establishment under of third party interest expense and $400
elected, the foreign corporation must Article 7 of an applicable income tax of interbranch interest expense on the
report on Form 1120-F, Section II, its treaty, the amounts are also includible books of its U.S. permanent
business profits attributable to its U.S. as a book tax difference if they are establishment that is priced at arm’s
permanent establishment under such reported in business profits under an length with its home office. Each type of
income tax treaty that applies the eligible treaty-based tax return position. interest expense is also attributable to
OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines in Such amounts are reported as its U.S. permanent establishment. On
lieu of the effectively connected income permanent differences in column (c) the two sets of books maintained in the
rules of sections 864 and 882. When and included in column (e). Third-party United States, FC has other third party
business profits are reported on Form amounts included in worldwide income expenses of $325 attributable to the
1120-F, Section II under an eligible that are not attributable to the U.S. permanent establishment.) FC also has
treaty in lieu of the effectively permanent establishment should be $100 of income attributable to its U.S.
connected income rules of the Code, reported in the following manner: permanent establishment that is
the treatment of items in columns (c) recorded in its home office on set(s) ofColumns (b) and (c). Temporary
and (d) must be adapted to apply the books that are predominantly notand permanent differences are
concepts of the applicable treaty. attributable to FC’s U.S. permanentdetermined in accordance with the
Foreign bank treaty-based reporting. establishment. FC determines that $75above instructions for these columns,
If the foreign corporation is a foreign of its book interest expense must beexcept that each line in column (e) is as
bank, interbranch income and expense disallowed after equity capital isdetermined below.
and noneffectively connected income allocated to the U.S. permanentColumn (d). Differences forare not treated as permanent establishment under the OECDamounts not attributable to a U.S.differences to the extent such items are Transfer Pricing Guideline principlespermanent establishment are reportedattributable to the U.S. permanent applicable to Article 7 of the treaty.as a negative number in column (d).establishment and are also included in

FC reports $350 of treaty-basedDifferences for losses not attributable tothe net income (loss) reported on Part I,
profits attributable to its U.S. permanenta U.S. permanent establishment areline 11. For any item reported on Part I,
establishment as follows:reported as a positive number in Part II.line 11 that is attributable to the foreign

corporation’s U.S. permanent Column (e).  Combine columns (a), On Part II, line 4a, column (a),
establishment, such amounts may have (b), (c) and (d) and report the income or $1,900 of interest income is reported
temporary differences under U.S. tax deduction for each line item that is for the total interest income of the set(s)
principles (e.g., depreciation deductions includible in business profits attributable of books attributable to the U.S.
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permanent establishment. In column expense account maintained in the consistent reporting of all transactions
(c), $100 is reported as a permanent corporation’s books and records, even of like substantive nature that occurred
difference for the income not included if there is no difference between that during the tax year.
on the set(s) of books reported on Form amount and the amount included in For example, all expense amounts
1120-F, Schedule L. In column (e), the taxable income. However, this reporting that are included in the income
total interest of $2,000 is reported as is not required in cases where (a) these statements or exist in the books and
income attributable to the U.S. instructions provide otherwise, or (b) records that represent some form of
permanent establishment. the amount is attributable to a “Bad debt expense” must be reported

reportable transaction described in on Part III, line 24, column (a),On Part III, line 26a, the U.S.
Regulations section 1.6011-4(b) and is regardless of whether the amounts arepermanent establishment’s book
therefore reported on Part II, line 12. recorded or stated under differentinterest expense of $1,400 is reported

nomenclature in the income statementsFor example, with the exception ofin column (a). The total book amount is
or the books and records such as:interest income reflected on a Schedulereversed on line 26a in either column
“Provision for doubtful accounts,”K-1 received by a foreign corporation(b) or (c). The $1,400 from column (a)
“Allowance for uncollectible notesas a result of the corporation’sis reported in columns (b) and/or (c) as
receivable,” or “Impairment of tradeinvestment in a partnership or othera negative number. This includes the
accounts receivable.” Likewise, aspass-through entity, and interest$75 portion of the $1,400 that
stated above, all fines and penaltiesequivalents, all interest income includedconstitutes equity capital allocated to
must be included on Part III, line 11,on Part I, line 11, whether fromthe U.S. permanent establishment. On
column (a), regardless of theunconsolidated affiliated companies,Part III, line 26b, column (d), the $1,325
terminology or nomenclature attachedthird parties, banks, or other entities,tax amount of the interest expense
to them by the corporation in its bookswhether from foreign or domestic(after the $75 allocation of equity
and records or income statements.sources, whether taxable or exemptcapital is taken into account) is
Similarly, if the fine and penalty, forfrom tax, and whether classified asreported. This $1,325 amount reported
example, is included in another item,some other type of income for U.S.in column (d) is carried to column (e)
the amount of the fine or penalty shouldincome tax purposes (such asand constitutes the amount from line
be segregated and included on Part III,dividends), must be included on Part II,26a that is treated as interest expense
line 11.line 4a, column (a). For the exceptions,attributable to the business profits of

look for the specific line in Part II.the U.S. permanent establishment. With limited exceptions, Part II
includes lines for specific items ofSimilarly, all fines and penaltiesOn Part III, the $325 of book
income, gain, or loss (“income items”).included in Part I, line 11, paid to aexpenses attributable to the U.S.
If an income item is described in Part II,government or other authority for thepermanent establishment are recorded
lines 1 through 23, report the amount ofviolation of any law for which fines orin columns (a) and (e) in their
the item on the applicable line,penalties are assessed, must berespective categories. No adjustments
regardless of whether or not there isincluded on Part III, line 11, column (a),are made in this example in column (b)
any difference for the item. If there is aregardless of the authority that imposedfor temporary differences or to business
difference for the income item, or only athe fines or penalties, regardless ofprofits that are not attributable to the
portion of the income item has awhether the fines or penalties are civilU.S. permanent establishment in
difference and a portion of the itemor criminal, regardless of thecolumn (d). No additional expenses are
does not have a difference, and theclassification, nomenclature, orattributable to the U.S. permanent
item is not described in Part II, lines 1terminology attached to the fines orestablishment from the home office,
through 23, report and describe thepenalties by the imposing authority inwhich would have been reportable in
entire amount of the item on Part II, lineits actions or documents.column (d).
24.Assume that a foreign corporationSchedule M-3 Reporting With limited exceptions, Part IIIwould be required to report in column
includes lines for specific items ofRequirements for (a) of Parts II and III the amount of an
expense, allocation, or deductionitem specifically listed on Schedule M-3Regulations Section
(“expense items”). If an expense item isin accordance with the preceding1.6011-4(b) Reportable described on Part III, lines 1 throughparagraphs, except for the fact that theTransactions 31, report the amount of the item on thecorporation has capitalized the item of
applicable line, regardless of whether orIf an amount is attributable to a income or expense and reports the
not there is a difference for the item. Ifreportable transaction described in amount in its income statement balance
there is a difference for the expenseRegulations section 1.6011-4(b), the sheet or in asset and liability accounts
item, or only a portion of the expenseamount must be reported in columns maintained in the corporation’s books
item has a difference and a portion of(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e), as applicable, and records instead of in its income
the item does not have a difference andof Part II, line 12 (items relating to statement. In that case, the foreign
the item is not described in Part III,reportable transactions), regardless of corporation must report the proper tax
lines 1 through 31, report and describewhether the amount would otherwise be treatment of the item in columns (b),
the entire amount of the item on Part III,reported on Part II or Part III of (c), (d), and (e), as applicable.
line 32.Schedule M-3. Thus, if a taxpayer files Furthermore, in applying the

Form 8886, Reportable Transaction If there is no difference between thepreceding paragraphs, a foreign
Disclosure Statement, the amounts financial accounting amount and thecorporation is required to report in
attributable to that reportable taxable amount of an entire item ofcolumn (a) of Parts II and III the amount
transaction must be reported on Part II, income, loss, expense, or deductionof any item specifically listed on
line 12. and the item is not described orSchedule M-3 that is included on Part I,

included in Part II, lines 1 through 24,A corporation is required to report in line 11, regardless of the nomenclature
or Part III, lines 1 through 32, report thecolumn (a) of Parts II and III the amount associated with that item in the income
entire amount of the item in columns (a)of every item specifically listed on statements or books and records.
and (e) of Part II, line 27.Schedule M-3 that is in any manner Accurate completion of Schedule M-3

included in the foreign corporation’s requires reporting amounts according to Separately stated and adequately
current year income statement net the substantive nature of the specific disclosed. Each difference reported in
income (loss) or in an income or line items included in Schedule M-3 and Parts II and III must be separately
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stated and adequately disclosed. In (a), a temporary difference of $10,000 the reserve account are expenses on
general, a difference is adequately in column (b), and U.S. income tax E’s 2008 income statements, but are
disclosed if the difference is labeled in depreciation expense of $100,000 not deductible for U.S. income tax
a manner that clearly identifies the item apportionable between non-ECI and purposes in 2008. However, of the
or transaction from which the difference ECI in column (d) and column (e). $75,000 decrease to the reserve, only
arises. For further guidance about $50,000, which is attributable to assetsExample 13. Bad debt and
adequate disclosure, see Regulations that give rise to effectively connectedwarranty reserves. Foreign
section 1.6662-4(f), Rev. Proc. income, is deductible for U.S. incomeCorporation D was required to file
2004-45, 2004-31 I.R.B. 140, and Rev. tax purposes in 2008.Schedule M-3 for its 2007 tax year and
Proc. 2005-75, 2005-50 I.R.B. 1137. If is required to file Schedule M-3 for its In its income statements, E treatsa specific item of income, gain, loss, 2008 tax year. The income statement the reserve account as giving rise to aexpense, allocation or deduction is year is identical to the tax year. On the temporary difference that will reverse indescribed on Part II, lines 1 through 24, last day of its 2008 tax year, D future tax years. E must report on Partor Part III, lines 1 through 32, and the establishes two reserve accounts in the III, line 24, Bad debt expense, for itsline does not indicate to “attach amount of $100,000 for each account. 2008 tax year income statement badschedule” or “attach details,” and the One reserve account is an allowance debt expense of $350,000 in columnspecific instructions for the line do not for accounts receivable that are (a). The temporary difference ofcall for an attachment of a schedule or estimated to be uncollectible. The ($275,000) is determined under U.S.statement, then the item is considered second reserve is an estimate of future tax principles and reported in columnseparately stated and adequately warranty expenses. Both reserves are (b) without regard to its effectively ordisclosed if the item is reported on the only for assets that give rise to noneffectively connected character.applicable line and the amount(s) of the effectively connected income. In its The amounts allocable to noneffectivelyitem(s) are reported in the applicable income statements, D treats the two connected income are then determinedcolumns of the applicable line. reserve accounts as giving rise to and reported in column (d). FC must

temporary differences that will reverse report the $(25,000) allocable toNote. A schedule or explanation may
in future years. The two reserves are noneffectively connected income inbe attached to any line even if none is
expenses for D’s 2008 income column (d) and U.S. income tax badrequired.
statements but are not deductions for debt expense of $50,000 in column (e).Except as otherwise provided, U.S. income tax purposes in 2008. D

differences for the same item must be must not combine the Schedule M-3 Part II. Reconciliation ofcombined or netted together and differences for the two reserve
reported as one amount on the accounts. D must report the amounts Net Income (Loss) per
applicable line of Schedule M-3. attributable to the allowance for
However, differences for separate items Income Statement ofuncollectible accounts receivable on
must not be combined or netted Part III, line 24, Bad debt expense, and Non-Consolidatedtogether. Each item (and corresponding must separately state and adequately
amount attributable to that item) must disclose the amounts attributable to the Foreign Corporations
be separately stated and adequately other reserve, for warranty costs, on a with Taxable Income perdisclosed on the applicable line of required attached schedule that
Schedule M-3, or any schedule supports the amounts on Part III, line Returnrequired to be attached, even if the 32. Note. Foreign corporations report, onamounts are below a certain dollar

Example 14. Non-ECI and ECI lines 1 through 25 and 27 in column (a),amount.
apportionment of temporary the gross income amounts included in

Example 12. Temporary differences. Corporation E was the financial net income (loss) reported
differences. Foreign corporation FC required to file Schedule M-3 for its on Part I, line 11. See the instructions
has been filing a Form 1120-F from its 2007 tax year and is required to file for Part I, line 11 for reporting
2000 tax year through the present. The Schedule M-3 for its 2008 tax year. The differences between foreign banks and
income statement year is identical to income statement year is identical to foreign corporations other than a bank.
the tax year. FC placed in service ten the tax year. At the beginning of the
depreciable, fixed, U.S. assets during 2008 tax year, E establishes an

Line 1. Gross Receipts or Salesits 2000 tax year. FC was required to allowance for uncollectible accounts
file Schedule M-3 for its 2007 tax year receivable (bad debt reserve) of Enter total gross receipts or sales net of
and is required to file Schedule M-3 for $100,000, all of which is related to returns and allowances. In column (e),
its 2008 tax year. FC’s total assets that give rise to effectively enter the amount from Form 1120-F,
depreciation expense for its 2008 tax connected income. During 2008, E Section II, line 1c. Do not report gross
year for five of the assets is $50,000 for increased the reserve by $250,000 for receipts resulting from reportable
income statement purposes and additional accounts receivable that may transactions (line 12), sale of securities
$70,000 for U.S. income tax purposes. become uncollectible, of which that are marked to market (line 14),
FC’s total annual depreciation expense $150,000 is related to assets that give currency gains and losses from other
for its 2008 tax year for the other five rise to effectively connected income. section 988 transactions (line 15), or
assets is $40,000 for income statement Additionally, during 2008, E decreases receipts or sales of securities from
purposes and $30,000 for U.S. income the reserve by $75,000 for accounts global securities dealings (line 16).
tax purposes. In its income statements, receivable that were discharged in

Line 2. Cost of Goods SoldFC treats the differences between bankruptcy during 2008, of which
income statement and U.S. income tax $50,000 is related to assets that give Report on line 2 any amounts deducted
depreciation expense as giving rise to rise to effectively connected income. as part of cost of goods sold during the
temporary differences that will reverse The balance in the reserve account on tax year, regardless of whether the
in future years. FC must combine all of the last day of the 2008 tax year, is amounts would otherwise be reported
its depreciation adjustments. $275,000, of which $200,000 relates to elsewhere in Part II or Part III.
Accordingly, for its 2008 tax year, FC assets that give rise to effectively However, do not report the items
must report on Part III, line 23 connected income. The $100,000 mentioned in the next paragraph on this
depreciation expense as shown on its amount to establish the reserve line 2. Examples of amounts that must
income statement of $90,000 in column account and the $250,000 to increase be included on line 2 are amounts
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attributable to inventory valuation, such corporation to another securities lender. The substitute payments are not
as amounts attributable to cost-flow Foreign banks must also report in reportable on Part I, line 11, or Part II,
assumptions, additional costs required column (c) all U.S. source substitute line 3c, column (a). FC must report
to be capitalized (including dividend payments received as $200 of dividends on line 3c, column (c)
depreciation) such as section 263A beneficial owner to the extent they are as a positive number. On line 3d,
costs, inventory shrinkage accruals, not already included in Part I, line 11. column (d), the $200 is reported as a
inventory obsolescence reserves, and The U.S. source substitute payments negative number. FC enters zero in
lower of cost or market (LCM) are reportable on line 3c whether or not column (e). On Form 1120-F, Section I,
write-downs. Attach a schedule such payments received are effectively FC must report the substitute dividends
separately stating each item included connected income. For example, received that are not reported by the
on this line and the amount for each substitute dividends received by a withholding agent on Form 1042-S.
column. foreign bank that are all recorded on

Line 4a. Interest Incomeset(s) of books that are not reported onDo not report the following on this Excluding Interest EquivalentsForm 1120-F, Schedule L, must reportline 2: these U.S. source payments received Report on Part II, line 4a, column (a),• Amounts reportable on Part II, line as a positive number in column (c) and the total amount of interest income12; reverse the non-ECI portion of the total included in Part I, line 11, and report on• Any gain or loss from inventory in column (c) as a negative number in Part II, line 4a, column (e), the totalhedging transactions reportable on Part column (d). Reporting in column (c) and amount of interest income included onII, line 13; (d) for substitute dividends is required Form 1120-F, Section II, line 5, that is• Mark-to-market income or (loss) even if no amount would be reported in not required to be reported elsewhereunder section 475 reportable on Part II, columns (a) and (e). Any U.S. source in Part II. In columns (b) or (c), asline 14; substitute dividends that are effectively applicable, adjust for amounts treated• Global dealing income reportable on connected with the foreign corporation’s for U.S. income tax purposes asPart II, line 16; trade or business within the United interest income that are treated as• Section 481(a) adjustments related to States are reportable in column (e), some other character of income in thecost of goods sold or inventory however. Do not report on any line income statements, or vice versa. Allvaluation reportable on Part II, line 18; substitute dividend payments received interbranch interest income included on• Original issue discount, imputed in custody for another owner of the Part I, line 11, that is excluded frominterest, and phantom income substitute payment. taxable income is reported as areportable on Part II, line 20;
permanent difference in column (c). ForNote. U.S. source substitute dividend• Fines and penalties reportable on
foreign corporations other than banks,payments are characterized asPart III, line 11;
see the instructions for Part I, line 8,dividends only to the extent they are• Judgments, damages, awards and
regarding eliminations of interbranchnot effectively connected with thesimilar costs, reportable on Part III, line
transactions.foreign corporation’s trade or business12;

within the United States. U.S. source• Amounts reported on Part II, line 17, Do not report on this line 4a, in any
effectively connected substituteSales versus lease; and column, amounts reported in
dividends are characterized as “other• Amounts reported on Part III, line 25, accordance with instructions for Part II,
income.” See Rev. Rul. 60-177, 1960-1Purchase versus lease. lines 4b, 4c, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16a, 20
C.B. 9. U.S. source substitute dividends and 23.Lines 3a through 3b. Dividends received by the foreign corporation may

Example 16. FC is a foreign bankalso be reportable on Form 1120-F,Report on the lines 3a through 3b,
that is required to file Form 1120-F andSection I.column (a), the amount of dividends
Schedule M-3. FC included on Part I,included in Part I, line 11 from foreign Example 15. FC, a foreign bank line 11, the following interest incomeand U.S. entities. Report on lines 3a resident in Country X, is engaged in a items totaling $2,000: $600 ofthrough 3b, column (e), the amount of banking trade or business within the interbranch interest income; $100 ofany dividends included in taxable United States through a U.S. tax-exempt interest, $60 of which isincome on Form 1120-F, Section II, line permanent establishment. FC has an effectively connected; $300 of interest4. Do not include on lines 3a through income tax treaty with the United States income with respect to securities3b dividends from global securities that imposes a 15% tax on gross described in Regulations sectiondealings which are reportable on Part portfolio dividends received by the 1.864-4(c)(5)(ii)(b)(3) (“10% ruleII, line 16c, or dividends reported corporation that are not attributable to a securities”), $150 of which is allocableelsewhere (e.g., line 12 for reportable U.S. permanent establishment. FC to noneffectively connected incometransactions). Any effectively connected records securities lending transactions under the rule of that paragraph; anddividends from corporations reported by with respect to U.S. and foreign stocks $1,000 of other effectively connectedthe foreign corporation under the equity on its home office set(s) of books. interest income.method are reported in columns (c) and These set(s) of books do not give rise

(e) of this line, as described in the to U.S. booked liabilities under FC reports on Part II, line 4a, column
instructions for Part II, line 8. Regulations section 1.882-5(d)(2)(iii) (a) all $2,000 of this interest income.

and are not reportable on Form 1120-F, FC reports ($700) as a permanentLine 3c. Substitute Dividend Schedule L. FC receives $200 of difference on line 4a, column (c), to
Payments Received substitute dividends from transactions eliminate all $100 of the tax-exempt
Report on line 3c, the gross substitute described in section 1058, all of which interest income (including the
dividend payments received with are not effectively connected with FC’s noneffectively connected portion) and
respect to securities loans under trade or business within the United all $600 of the interbranch interest
section 1058 or substantially similar States and are not attributable to FC’s income. FC must also report ($150) of
transactions, or from sale repurchase U.S. permanent establishment. Under noneffectively connected interest
transactions, as described in Regulations sections 1.861-3(a)(6) and income from its “10% rule securities” in
Regulations sections 1.861-3(a)(6), 1.881-2(b)(2), the substitute dividends column (d) as a negative amount. FC
1.864-5(b)(2)(ii), and 1.881-2(b)(2). Do are sourced and characterized as U.S. combines columns (a), (b), (c) and (d)
not net substitute dividend payments source dividends. Under FC’s treaty and reports $1,150 of effectively
received against any substitute with the United States, the dividends connected interest income in column
dividend payments made by the foreign are subject to a 15% gross basis tax. (e).
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securities loans is not characterized as on Part II, line 3, columns (c) and (e),Line 4b. Substitute Interest
tax-exempt municipal bond interest, but dividends received from anyPayments Received
is U.S. source “other income” corporation accounted for on the equityReport on line 4b, the gross substitute consistent with the characterization method to the extent the dividendsinterest payments received with respect provisions applicable only to substitute constitute effectively connected income.to securities loans under section 1058, interest payments described insale repurchase transactions, or similar Regulations section 1.881-2(a)(2). Lines 9 and 10. Income (Loss)transactions, as described in Accordingly, no amount of the payment from PartnershipsRegulations sections 1.861-2(a)(7), is reportable in column (c) as a1.864-5(b)(2)(ii) and 1.881-2(a)(2). Do Note. The income (loss) reported inpermanent difference.not net substitute interest payments column (e) must reconcile with the

received against substitute interest effectively connected taxable incomeLine 4c. Interest Equivalents
payments made by the foreign reportable to the foreign corporation onOther Than Substitute Interest
corporation with respect to any section Schedule K-1 and by the foreignReported on Line 4b1058 sale repurchase transactions, corporation on Schedule P (Form

Report on line 4c, interest incomeincluding payments made with respect 1120-F).
equivalents other than substituteto “matched book” transactions, or any
interest reportable on line 4b or other Except as provided below for certainsimilar transaction.
interest equivalents reportable on other foreign partnership interests ofForeign banks must report all U.S. lines in Part II. Interest equivalents corporations other than a bank, reportsource substitute interest payments reportable on line 4c generally consist amounts on Part II, line 9 or 10, asreceived as beneficial owner, whether of fees and commission income with described below:or not such payments are included in respect to certain financial transactions 1. Report in column (a), the sum ofPart I, line 11, and whether or not such that do not give rise to interest under the corporation’s distributive shares ofpayments are effectively connected section 163 (e.g., financial guarantee

all items of income, gain, deduction andincome. All U.S. sourced substitute fees, and acceptance confirmation and
loss from a U.S. or foreign partnershipinterest received by a foreign bank that standby letter of credit fees). Do not
that are included in Part I, line 11;is recorded on set(s) of books that are report periodic income with respect to

not reported on Form 1120-F, Schedule 2. Report in column (b) or (c), asnotional principal contracts on Part II,
L, are reportable in column (c) and the applicable, except for amountsline 4c. Such amounts are generally
non-ECI portion is reversed as a described for column (e) below, thereportable on other lines, such as that
negative amount in column (d). Both sum of all differences, if any,for hedging transactions (line 13),
U.S. and foreign source substitute attributable to the corporation’sglobal dealing (line 16c) or if the
interest that is effectively connected distributive share of income or loss fromcorporation is a mere investor in
with the foreign corporation’s trade or a U.S. or foreign partnership. In columnnotional principal contracts, on line 24
business within the United States is (c), the corporation’s distributive share(other income (loss) items with
reportable in line 4b, column (e). of interest expense from all of itsdifferences).

partnership interests reported in columnDo not report on line 4b substitute Do not report on this line 4c, (a) must be reversed as a permanentinterest payments received in custody amounts reported in accordance with difference. Enter the amount of all suchfor another owner of the substitute instructions for Part II, lines 4a, 4b, 9, interest expense as a negative numberpayment. 10, 11, 12, 13, 16a, 20 and 23. in column (c). The amount ofReport all substitute interest partnership interest expense allowed asLine 5. Gross Rental Incomepayments received on line 4b whether a deduction against effectivelyReport on line 5, gross rental incomeor not such amounts are characterized connected income is reported in Partthat is treated as rental income for bothas interest or other income under the
III, lines 26b and 26c from Schedule Ithe taxpayer’s financial reportingCode.
(Form 1120-F), lines 23 and 24. Note:purposes and for U.S. income taxNote. U.S. source substitute interest The amount of partnership interestpurposes. Gross rents that arepayments received are characterized expense reported as a permanentrecorded as a sale for financialas “other income” to the extent such difference in column (c) on lines 9 andpurposes and as rental income foramounts are effectively connected with 10 may not be the same amount of totalfederal tax purposes or vice-versa, arethe foreign corporation’s trade or interest expense reported on Schedulereportable on Part II, line 17, instead ofbusiness within the United States. See P, line 14a (total column) if the M-3line 5.Rev. Rul. 80-135, 1980-12 C.B. 18. filing corporation reports its worldwide

U.S. source substitute interest received Line 7. Fee and Commission non-consolidated financial statement
by the foreign corporation may also be income in Part I, line 11, and for eachIncomereportable on Form 1120-F, Section I. line item in Parts II and III;Report on line 7, column (a), any

Example 17. FC, a foreign bank, 3. Report in column (d), the totalamounts included on Part I, line 11, as
receives $1,000 of gross U.S. source amount of non-effectively connectedgross fee and commission income.
substitute interest payments with income that relates to the distributiveSuch income generally includes income
respect to sale repurchase agreements. share of income or loss from a U.S. orwith respect to services performed
FC also has $200 of gross U.S. source foreign partnership;(e.g., fees for brokerage service
substitute interest with respect to transactions and negotiation letters of 4. Report in column (e), except for
securities loans of municipal bonds in credit). Do not include amounts amounts described below, the sum of
transactions described in section 1058. reportable on Part II, line 4c. all amounts attributable to the
All of the substitute interest received corporation’s distributive shares ofLine 8. Income (Loss) Fromwas included on FC’s set(s) of books income or loss from a U.S. or foreign
reported on Form 1120-F, Schedule L Equity Method Corporations partnership that is included in taxable
and is reportable on Part I, line 11. income. The amount reported on lineReport on line 8, column (a), the

10, column (e) should reconcile with theFC must report all $1,200 of the income statement income (loss)
amount reported on Schedule P, line 11substitute interest in column (e) as included in Part I, line 11, for any
(‘‘Total’’ column), minus the sum of theeffectively connected income. The $200 corporation accounted for on the equity
amounts reported on Schedule P, linesof U.S. source ECI substitute interest method. Remove such amount in
5 and 9 (‘‘Total’’ column).received from the municipal bond column (b) or (c), as applicable. Include
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Do not report on Part II, line 9 or 10, effectively connected with FC’s trade or from the pass-through entity (if
as applicable, any portion of a business, a permanent difference of applicable).
corporation’s deduction under section ($2,000) in column (c), and $7,800 in

Do not report on Part II, line 11, any199 (income attributable to domestic column (e). The ($2,000) permanent
portion of a corporation’s deductionproduction activities) attributable to a difference reported in column (c) is
under section 199 (income attributablepartnership interest of the corporation. determined as the aggregate difference
to domestic production activities) evenA corporation must report this between column (a) and column (e)
if some or all of the corporation’sdeduction only on Part III, line 17. after temporary differences in column
deduction under section 199 is(b).Exclusion of certain foreign attributable to an interest in apartnership interests from line 10. Example 19. Same facts as pass-through entity held by theForeign corporations other than banks Example 18 except that FC’s charitable corporation. A corporation must reportthat have foreign partnership interests contribution deduction is wholly its deduction under section 199 only onwith no effectively connected income attributable to its partnership interest in Part III, line 19.for the year need not separately report FP and is limited to $90 pursuant to

Foreign corporations other thanthose interests on this line. If, however, section 170(b)(2) due to other
banks that have interests in foreignthe foreign corporation reports a investment losses incurred by FC. In its
pass-through entities with no effectivelypartnership interest on the equity income statements, FC treated this
connected income for the year need notmethod in the income statement used limitation as a temporary difference. FC
separately report those interests on thisfor Part I, line 4, it may report such must not report the charitable
line. If, however, the foreign corporationamounts in column (a) of this line. The contribution limitation of $3,910 ($4,000
reports a pass-through interest on thecorporation should report effectively -$90) on Part II, line 9. FC must report
equity method in the income statementconnected amounts in column (e) the limitation on Part III, line 16, and
used for Part I, line 4, it may reportconsistent with the reporting equity report the disallowed charitable
such amounts in column (a) of this line.method amounts in column (a). For contributions of ($3,910) in columns (b)
The corporation should reportexample, if the foreign corporation does and (e).
effectively connected amounts innot report the partnership interest on
column (e) consistent with the reportingPart II, line 10, column (a), it should not Line 11. Income (Loss) from
equity method amounts in column (a).report any amounts in column (e) for Other Pass-Through Entities For example, if the foreign corporationthe partnership interest. It would

For any interest in a pass-through entity does not report the pass-throughinstead report the income and other
(other than an interest in a partnership interest on Part II, line 1a, column (a), ititems from the partnership interest for
reportable on Part II, line 9 or 10, as should not report any amounts incolumn (e) purposes based on the
applicable) owned by the corporation, column (e) for the pass-throughreporting for each line included in the
report the following on line 11: interest. It would instead report theincome statement. However, if a foreign

1. Report in column (a), the sum of income and other items from thecorporation allocates interest expense
the corporation’s distributive share of pass-through interest for column (e)under the separate currency pools
income or loss from the pass-through purposes based on the reporting formethod in Regulations section
entity that is included in Part I, line 11; each line included in the income1.882-5(e) or allocates excess interest

statement. However, if a foreignexpense under Regulations section 2. Report in column (b) or (c), as
corporation allocates interest expense1.882-5(d)(5), and interest expense applicable, the sum of all differences, if
under the separate currency poolsincluded in the foreign corporation’s any, attributable to the pass-through
method in Regulations sectiondistributive share of a foreign entity. In column (c), the corporation’s
1.882-5(e) or allocates excess interestpartnership is included in such distributive share of interest expense
expense under Regulations sectionallocation, see the instructions for Part from all of its partnership interests
1.882-5(d)(5), and interest expenseIII, line 26a, for the required reporting. reported in column (a), must be
included in the foreign corporation’sreversed as a permanent difference.Example 18. FC is a calendar year
pass-through amount is included inEnter the amount of all such interesttaxpayer that was required to file
such allocation, see the instructions forexpense as a negative number inSchedule M-3 for its 2007 tax year and
Part III, line 26a, for the requiredcolumn (c). The amount of partnershipis required to file Schedule M-3 for its
reporting.interest expense allowed as a2008 tax year. FC, which is not a

deduction against effectively connected For each pass-through entityforeign bank, is a partner in foreign
income is reported on Part III, lines 26b reported on line 11, attach a supportingpartnership FP. FC prepares income
and 26c, from Schedule I (Form schedule that provides that entity’sstatements in accordance with home
1120-F), lines 23 and 24. Note: The name, EIN (if applicable), thecountry GAAP. In its income
amount of partnership interest expense corporation’s end of year profit-sharingstatements, FC treats the difference
reported as a permanent difference in percentage (if applicable), thebetween income statement net income
column (c) on lines 8 and 9 may not be corporation’s end of year loss-sharingand taxable income from its investment
the same amount of total interest percentage (if applicable), and thein FP as a permanent difference. For its
expense reported on Schedule P, line amounts reported by the corporation in2008 tax year, FC’s income statement
14a (total column) if the M-3 filing column (a), (b), (c), (d), or (e) of line 11,includes $10,000 of income attributable
corporation reports its worldwide as applicable.to its share of FP’s net income. FC’s
non-consolidated financial statementSchedule K-1 from FP reports $5,000 Line 12. Items Relating toincome in Part I, line 11, and for eachof ordinary income, $7,000 of long-term
line item in Parts II and III; Reportable Transactionscapital gains, $4,000 of charitable

3. Report in column (d), the totalcontributions, and $200 of section 179 Any amounts attributable to any
amount of noneffectively connectedexpense. It has been determined that reportable transactions (as described in
income related to the distributive shareall of these amounts are effectively Regulations section 1.6011-4) must be
of income or loss from the pass-throughconnected to FC’s trade or business included on Part II, line 12, regardless
entity;within the United States. Consequently, of whether the difference, or

FC must enter the following amounts on 4. Report in column (e), the sum of differences, would otherwise be
Part II, line 9: $10,000 in column (a), a all taxable amounts of income, gain, reported elsewhere in Part II or Part III.
($200) temporary difference in column loss, or deduction reportable on the Thus, if a taxpayer files Form 8886 for
(b) for the section 179 deduction that is corporation’s Schedules K-1 received any reportable transaction described in
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Regulations section 1.6011-4, the are not reportable transactions. J Line 13. Hedging Transactions
amounts attributable to that reportable discloses the reportable transactions Report on line 13, column (a), the net
transaction must be reported on Part II, giving rise to the $12 million and $5 gain or loss from hedging transactions
line 12. In addition, all income and million losses on separate Forms 8886 included in net income per the income
expense amounts attributable to a and sequentially numbers them X1 and statement other than:
reportable transaction must be reported X2, respectively. J must separately • Hedging transactions entered into by
on Part II, line 12, columns (a) and (e) state and adequately disclose the $12 a global dealing operation (see line 16
even if there is no difference between million and $5 million losses on Part II, instructions);
the financial amounts and the taxable line 12. The $12 million loss and the $5 • Qualified integrated foreign currency
amounts. hedging transactions under Regulationsmillion loss will be adequately disclosed

section 1.988-5 (report theseif J attaches a supporting schedule forEach difference attributable to a
transactions on either Part II, line 4, orline 12 that lists each of thereportable transaction must be
in Part III, line 26a, column (a) asseparately stated and adequately sequentially numbered forms, Form
applicable);disclosed. A corporation will be 8886-X1 and Form 8886-X2, and with
• Hedging transactions of securitiesconsidered to have separately stated respect to each reportable transaction
dealer property (other than a globaland adequately disclosed a reportable reports the appropriate amounts
dealing operation) that istransaction on line 12 if the corporation required for Part II, line 12, columns (a)
marked-to-market under section 475(a)sequentially numbers each Form 8886 through (e). Alternatively, J’s
(see instructions for line 14a);and lists by identifying number on the disclosures will be adequate if the • Hedging transactions entered into bysupporting schedule for Part II, line 12, description provided for each loss on a commodities dealer that makes aeach sequentially numbered reportable the supporting schedule includes the mark-to-market election under sectiontransaction and the amounts required names and tax shelter registration 475(e) (see instructions for line 14b);for Part II, line 12, columns (a) through numbers, if any, disclosed on the and(e). applicable Form 8886, identifies the • Hedging transactions entered into by

In lieu of the requirements of the type of reportable transaction for the a securities or commodities trader that
preceding paragraph, a corporation will loss, and reports the appropriate makes a mark-to-market election under
be considered to have separately amounts required for Part II, line 12, section 475(f) (see instructions for line
stated and adequately disclosed a columns (a) through (e). J must report 14c).
reportable transaction if the corporation the losses attributable to the other five
attaches a supporting schedule that Do not report the income from theabandonment losses on Part II, line
provides the following for each hedged item(s) on line 13. For hedging21e, regardless of whether a difference
reportable transaction: transactions reportable on line 13,exists for any or all of those

report in column (e) the amount of1. A description of the reportable abandonment losses.
taxable income from hedgingtransaction disclosed on Form 8886 for
transactions as defined in section Example 21. Corporation K is awhich amounts are reported on Part II,
1221(b)(2). Use columns (b) and (c) tocalendar year taxpayer that wasline 12;
report all differences caused by treating2. The name and tax shelter required to file Schedule M-3 for its
hedging transactions differently forregistration number, if applicable, as 2007 tax year and is required to file
financial accounting purposes and forreported on lines 1a and 1b, Schedule M-3 for its 2008 tax year. K
U.S. income tax purposes. Forrespectively, of Form 8886; and enters into a transaction with
example, if a portion of a hedge is3. The type of reportable transaction contractual protection that is a
considered ineffective under GAAP but(i.e., listed transaction, confidential reportable transaction described in still is a valid hedge under sectiontransaction, transaction with contractual Regulations section 1.6011-4(b)(4). 1221(b)(2), the difference must beprotection, etc.) as reported on line 2 of This reportable transaction is the only reported on line 13. The hedge of aForm 8886. reportable transaction for K’s 2008 tax capital asset, which is not a valid hedge

year and results in a $7 million capital for U.S. income tax purposes, mustIf a transaction is a listed transaction loss for both financial statement also be reported here if it is considereddescribed in Regulations section purposes and U.S. income tax a hedge under the corporation’s1.6011-4(b)(2), the supporting schedule purposes. It was determined that the method of accounting. For instance,also must include the information
entire amount is attributable to transactions that would constitute arequested on line 3 of Form 8886. In
effectively connected income. Although valid hedge for U.S. income taxaddition, if the reportable transaction
the transaction does not result in a purposes but constitute hedges ofinvolves an investment in the
difference, K is required to report on capital assets solely because the assettransaction through another entity such
Part II, line 12, the following amounts: gives rise to noneffectively connectedas a partnership, the supporting
($7 million) in column (a), zero in income and is not eligible for ordinaryschedule must include the name and

treatment under section 582(c), arecolumns (b) and (c), and ($7 million) inEIN (if applicable) of that entity as
also reported on line 13.column (e). The transaction will bereported on line 5 of Form 8886.

adequately disclosed if K attaches aExample 20. Corporation J is a Report on Part II, line 16c, hedgingsupporting schedule for line 12 that (a)calendar year taxpayer that was transactions entered into by a globalsequentially numbers the Form 8886required to file Schedule M-3 for its dealing operation including those that
and refers to the sequentially-numbered2007 tax year and is required to file are “risk transfer agreements” defined
Form 8886-X1 and (b) reports theSchedule M-3 for its 2008 tax year. J in Proposed Regulations section
applicable amounts required for line 12,incurred seven different abandonment 1.475(g)-2. However, income with
columns (a) through (e). Alternatively,losses during its 2008 tax year. One respect to a risk transfer agreement
the transaction will be adequatelyloss of $12 million results from a that is held by the foreign corporation’s
disclosed if the supporting statement forreportable transaction described in non-global dealing operations is
line 12 includes a description of theRegulations section 1.6011-4(b)(5), reported on this line 13 unless the
transaction, the name and tax shelteranother loss of $5 million results from a foreign corporation is a foreign bank
registration number, if any, and the typereportable transaction described in and its non-global dealing operations
of reportable transaction disclosed onRegulations section 1.6011-4(b)(4), and are not reported on Part I, line 11. If a
Form 8886.the remaining five abandonment losses foreign bank does not report a
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risk-transfer agreement held by a 475(c)(2) and 475(e)(2), such as certain 14 and 16. Section 988 gains (losses)
non-global dealing operation on line 13, contracts to which section 1256(a) reportable on line 15 will generally be
column (a), any ECI treatment of such applies. those recognized with respect to foreign
risk-transfer agreement must be currency denominated instruments thatReport hedging gains and losses
reported on line 23, column (d). are acquired and normally held forfrom transactions held in investment

investment or otherwise not held by aReport on this line 13, hedging gains capacity or trader capacity not subject
global securities dealer. Foreignand losses with respect to non-dealer to a securities or commodities trading
currency transactions entered into by atransactions that are determined under election, but which is determined under
global securities dealing operation arethe mark-to-market method of the mark-to-market method of
reportable exclusively on line 16c. Doaccounting on the income statement accounting, on Part II, line 13 (hedging
not report on line 15 qualified integrated(other than those that are subject to transactions), and not on line 14.
foreign currency transactions asmark-to-market treatment under a valid  Example 23. Foreign corporation defined in Regulations section 1.988-5.election under sections 475(e) or (f)). FC, a broker-dealer that is not a foreign

Example 24. FC is a foreignReport any gain or loss from bank, is a dealer in securities under
corporation that is not a dealer or traderinventory hedging transactions on line section 475(a) and conducts its entire
in securities or commodities. FC13 and not on Part II, line 2. securities dealing operation within the
acquires foreign interest-bearing bondsUnited States. All of the income isExample 22. FC is a foreign bank
issued by a corporation resident inrecorded on set(s) of books reported onthat enters into a U.S. dollar interest
Country X. The bonds are denominatedForm 1120-F, Schedule L; is effectivelyrate notional principal contract to hedge
in a functional currency other than FC’sconnected with FC’s trade or businessa portfolio of securities held for
currency and other than the U.S. dollar.within the United States; andinvestment on its U.S. set(s) of books
FC holds the bonds in connection withconstitutes income of a securitiesthat are reportable on Form 1120-F,
its trade or business within the Uniteddealer as defined in sectionSchedule L. The hedged portfolio
States and the bonds give rise to1.864-2(c)(2)(iv) only, and not of aconsists of four securities of equal
effectively connected income, gain orglobal dealing operation. The income ofamounts, only two of which give rise to
(loss). FC accrues interest income onthis securities dealing operation iseffectively connected income. For
its set(s) of books in U.S. dollars andreportable on Part II, line 14. If FCfinancial statement purposes, the
accounts for currency gains (losses)engaged in a global securities dealingnotional principal contract is treated as
with respect to each accrual period.operation, however, the incomea hedging transaction. For U.S. tax
When FC receives coupon interestgenerated from that activity would bepurposes, the two securities that give
payments, it records section 988reportable on line 16, columns (d) andrise to noneffectively connected income
transaction foreign currency gains(e) as sourced and allocated underare capital assets that are not eligible
(losses). These gains (losses) areProposed Regulations sectionfor ordinary treatment on disposition
reportable on line 15.1.863-3(h) between non-ECI and ECI. Ifunder section 582(c). Consequently,

the global dealing operation is of athe notional principal contract does not If FC is a foreign bank and subject to
foreign bank and is not includible inconstitute a hedging transaction under section 475, generally, these gains
column (a), the apportionment of thesection 1221(b). Regardless, the (losses) are still reportable on line 15
global dealing operation’s results wouldincome gain or loss with respect to the and not on line 14 if the bank acquires
be reportable in column (d) for thenotional principal contract (including and properly identifies the securities as
amount of income or loss that isany mark-to-market income from the held for investment or if the securities
allocable to ECI. Income would behedge) is reportable as a hedging are held for proprietary trading that is
reportable as a positive number andtransaction on line 13 and is not not subject to a section 475 trader
losses would be reportable as areported on line 4b or 14b. election under section 475(f).
negative number. If the global dealing

Lines 14a through 14c. set(s) of books are reportable in column Lines 16a and 16b. Interest
Mark-to-Market Income (Loss) (a), either because like FC it is a broker Income and Dividends from

dealer and not a foreign bank, or it is aExcept as provided for global dealing Global Securities Dealing
foreign bank whose global dealingoperations reportable on line 16 and for Report on lines 16a and 16b, interestoperation is reportable on Form 1120-F,certain hedging transactions reported and dividends (including substituteSchedule L, the appportionment of theon line 13, report on lines 14a through interest defined in Regulations sectionglobal dealing operation’s results would14d, column (a) any amount that is 1.861-2(a)(7) and substitute dividendsbe reportable in column (d) for thesubject to mark-to-market treatment defined in Regulations sectionportion that needs to be allocated tounder section 475. Report on line 14a, 1.861-3(a)(6)) earned with respect tononeffectively connected income. Inincome or (loss) for securities held by a transactions entered into in a globalsuch instance, the amount of incomedealer in securities, in its capacity as a securities dealing operation as definedallocable to non-ECI would bedealer under section 475(a). On line in Proposed Regulations sectionreportable as a negative amount and14b, report the mark-to-market 1.482-8.the amount of loss would be reportabletreatment of securities held by a dealer
as a positive number in column (d). Forother than in its capacity as a dealer Line 16c. Gains (Losses) and
all filers, columns (a), (b), (c) and (d)that is subject to the characterization Other Fixed and Determinable,
are combined to determine the ECIprovisions of section 475(d)(3)(B). Annual or Other Periodicamount reportable in column (e).Report on line 14c, the mark-to-market Income from Global Securitiesincome of a dealer in commodities Line 15. Gains (Losses) from Dealinghaving made a valid election under Certain Section 988section 475(e), and on line 14d, report Report on line 16c gains and losses
Transactionsthe mark-to-market income of a trader and other fixed and determinable,

in securities or commodities having Report on line 15 gains or (losses) from annual or other periodic income or
made a valid election under section certain section 988 transactions. These expense (FDAP) with respect to
475(f). “Securities” for these purposes are only those section 988 transactions notional principal contracts from global
are securities described in section that are not reportable with respect to securities dealing operations (as
475(c)(2) and section 475(e)(2). hedging transactions, mark-to-market defined in Proposed Regulations
“Securities” do not include any items gains (losses) or global securities section 1.482-8) that are subject to
specifically excluded from sections dealing operations on Part II, lines 13, source and allocation under Proposed
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Regulations section 1.863-3(h). Foreign Regulations section 1.882-5T(c)(4), reports the periodic payments as
currency gains and losses with respect FC’s income, gains and (losses) with payments of principal and interest
to securities transactions entered into respect to its securities dealing in income.
by a global dealing operation are also foreign currency X is reportable on Part On Part II, line 17, column (a), report
included in global dealing gains and I, line 11. The income, gains and the gross profit or gross rental income
(losses) on line 16c. The foreign (losses) with respect to FC’s notional for financial statement purposes for all
corporation may be a global securities principal contracts that allocate in part sale or lease transactions that must be
dealer with respect to some but not all to effectively connected income are given the opposite characterization for
of its securities dealing activities. Gains reportable on line 16c. The periodic tax purposes. On Part II, line 17,
and losses from securities dealing income with respect to the notional column (e), report the gross profit or
activities that are not subject to source principal contracts is also reportable on gross rental income for federal income
and allocation under Proposed line 16c. The foreign currency option tax purposes. Interest income amounts
Regulations section 1.863-3(h) are contracts in foreign currency X are for such transactions must be reported
reportable as mark-to-market income reportable on line 14a, column (a), as on Part II, line 4a (interest income
on line 14, and the interest, dividend mark-to-market gains (losses) of a excluding interest equivalents), in
and other FDAP income earned in such securities dealer and not on line 16. column (a) or (e), as applicable.
non-global dealer activities is reportable The amount reported on line 14a, Depreciation expense for such
on Part II, lines 3 and 4. Reporting on column (a), is reversed on line 14a, transactions must be reported on Part
line 16 is determined by whether the column (d) as an apportionment III, line 23 (depreciation), in column (a)
income, gains and losses are subject to allocable to noneffectively connected or (e), as applicable. Use columns (b),
allocation under Proposed Regulations income. (c), and (d) of Part II, lines 4a and 17,
section 1.863-3(h) and not by whether and Part III, line 23, as applicable toExample 26. The facts are theall or none of the amount is allocable to report the differences between columnsame as in example 25 except that FCECI. If income of a global dealing (a) and (e).is a foreign bank. Because theoperation is entirely allocable to ECI or securities options denominated in  Example 27. Corporation M sellsnon-ECI under Proposed Regulations foreign currency X is not included in a and leases property to customers. M issection 1.863-3(h), the amount is set(s) of books reported on Form a calendar year taxpayer that wasreportable on line 16 and not on line 14. 1120-F, Schedule L, the amounts are required to file Schedule M-3 for its

not reported on Part I, line 11, or Part II,If the income or losses from global 2007 tax year and is required to file
line 14a. If the notional principaldealing operations of foreign banks Schedule M-3 for its 2008 tax year. For
contract book was not reportable on areportable on any of lines 16a through financial accounting purposes, M
set of books reportable in column (a),16c are allocable in whole or in part to accounts for each transaction as a sale.
such operation would not be includedeffectively connected income but not For U.S. income tax purposes, each of
on line 16, column (a). As a result, thereportable in column (a), apportion the M’s transactions must be treated as a
amount allocable to effectivelyECI amounts of the global dealing lease. In its income statements, M
connected income from this operation isoperation to ECI in columns (d) and (e). treats the difference in the financial
reported in column (d) and in columnIf the foreign bank does include a accounting and the U.S. income tax
(e). If the set of books reported onglobal dealing operation in column (a), treatment of these transactions as
Form 1120-F, Schedule L had includedthen report the apportionment of such temporary. During 2008, M reports on
the notional principal contractoperation to non-ECI in column (d) and its income statements $1,000 of sales
operation, FC would have reportedthe resulting ECI amount in column (e). and $700 of cost of goods sold with
such amount in column (a), and theAttach a schedule providing a brief respect to 2008 lease transactions. M
apportionment in column (d) woulddescription of each global dealing receives periodic payments of $500 in
have included a negative number foroperation (e.g., interest rate notional 2008 with respect to these 2008
the amount of income and gainsprincipal contracts, equity notional transactions and similar transactions
allocable to noneffectively connectedprincipal contracts, foreign currency from prior years and treats $400 as
income. Losses allocable to non-ECIoptions (list each foreign currency principal and $100 as interest income.
would be reported as a positiveseparately for each foreign currency For financial income purposes, M
number. In column (e), FC combinesthat constitutes a separate global reports gross profit of $300 ($1,000 -
columns (a), (b), (c) and (d) to reportdealing operation)). $700) and interest income of $100 from
the amount allocable to effectively these transactions. For U.S. income taxDo not report on this line 16c, connected income. purposes, M reports $500 of grossamounts reportable on lines 13, 14, 15, rental income (the periodic payments)16a, and 16b. Line 17. Sale Versus Lease (for and (based on other facts) $200 of
Sellers and/or Lessors)Example 25. FC, a securities depreciation deduction on the property.

broker-dealer, is engaged in trade or It was determined that the entireNote. See the instructions for Part III,
business within the United States. FC is amount of these items is effectivelyline 25, on page 22 for purchasers and/
engaged in a global securities dealing connected income/expense. On itsor lessees.
operation in notional principal contracts 2008 Schedule M-3, M must report on
that allocates a portion of the income, Asset transfer transactions with Part II, line 4a (interest income), $100
gains and (losses) to effectively periodic payments characterized for in column (a), ($100) in column (b), and
connected income. FC is also engaged financial accounting purposes as either zero in column (e). In addition, M must
in a securities dealing operation that is a sale or a lease may, under some report on Part II, line 17, $300 of gross
not a global dealing operation with circumstances, be characterized as the profit in column (a), $200 in column (b),
respect to currency option contracts in opposite for tax purposes. If the and $500 of gross rental income in
foreign currency X, that is recorded on transaction is treated as a lease, the column (e). Lastly, M must enter $200
set(s) of books in FC’s home office. seller/lessor reports the periodic in each of columns (b) and (e) on Part
The foreign currency X dealing payments as gross rental income and III, line 23.
operation is entirely allocable to also reports depreciation expense or Line 18. Section 481(a)noneffectively connected income and is deduction. If the transaction is treated

Adjustmentsnot reportable on Form 1120-F, as a sale, the seller/lessor reports gross
Schedule L. Because FC is not a profit (sale price less cost of goods With the exception of a section 481(a)
foreign bank described in Temporary sold) from the sale of assets and adjustment that is required to be
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reported on Part II, line 12, for between column (a) and column (e). If 3. Amounts treated as interest or
reportable transactions, any difference the amounts are not includible on set(s) OID under the stripped bond rules
between an income or expense item of books reportable on Form 1120-F, under section 1286;
attributable to an authorized (or Schedule L, but are reportable in Part I, 4. Amounts treated as OID under
unauthorized) change in method of line 11, for a foreign corporation other the below-market interest rate rules
accounting made for U.S. income tax than a bank, then report the entire under section 7872; and
purposes that results in a section difference as temporary in column (b). 5. Amounts recognized as phantom
481(a) adjustment must be reported on Any amount allocable to noneffectively income with respect to a noneconomic
Part II, line 18, regardless of whether a connected income should, to that residual interest in a REMIC, including
separate line for that income or extent, be included in column (d) to inducement fees recognized with
expense item exists in Part II or Part III. reverse some or all of the amount respect to such interests.

included in column (b).Example 28. Corporation N is a  Note. Phantom income is a term usedcalendar year taxpayer that was Line 19 must not be used to report to describe taxable income that may berequired to file Schedule M-3 for its income recognized from long-term derived from the holding of ownership2007 tax year and is required to file contracts. Instead, use line 24 (other interests in an asset securitizationSchedule M-3 for its 2008 tax year. N income (loss) items with differences). vehicle. The income is ‘‘phantom’’was depreciating certain fixed assets because it is not economic income (i.e.,Example 29. FC, a foreignover an erroneous recovery period and, there is no cash or other propertycorporation other than a bank, haseffective for its 2008 tax year, N actually received or available forprepaid commission income of $1,000receives IRS consent to change its distribution to the equity holder).recognizable for U.S. income taxmethod of accounting for the Income with respect to a residualpurposes in the current tax year that isdepreciable fixed assets and begins interest in REMICs is referred to asrecognized for financial accountingusing the proper recovery period. The excess inclusion income and is subjectpurposes in a different year. FC treatschange in method of accounting results to special rules in the Code andthis difference as a temporaryin a positive section 481(a) adjustment regulations. In a non-REMIC vehicle, itdifference on its income statements. Ofof $100,000 that is required to be may take the form of OID derived fromthis amount, $600 is allocable tospread over four tax years, beginning deep-discount debt held as collateral ineffectively connected income. Thewith the 2008 tax year. It has been the asset securitization entity.amount recognized for incomedetermined that the entire amount is
Foreign corporations that accruestatement purposes in 2008 is $250.attributable to effectively connected

phantom income with respect toFC reports this amount on Part II, lineincome. In its income statements, N
residual interests in REMICs that are19, column (a). In column (b), FCtreats the section 481(a) adjustment as
not recognized under the foreignreports $750 as a temporary book taxa temporary difference. N must report
corporation’s accounting regime mustdifference to adjust to the amounton Part II, line 18, $25,000 in columns
show all book-to-tax gross phantomrecognized by the foreign corporation in(b) and (e) for its 2008 tax year and
income differences as permanent2008 under U.S. tax principles. Ineach of the subsequent three tax years
differences in column (c), whether orcolumn (d), FC reverses $400 as(unless N is otherwise required to
not it is effectively connected with aincome allocable to noneffectivelyrecognize the remainder of the section
trade or business and whether or notconnected income. Finally, in column481(a) adjustment earlier). N must not
the REMIC interests are recorded on(e), FC reports $600, the amountreport the section 481(a) adjustment on
set(s) of books that are reportable onincludible on FC’s Form 1120-F asPart III, line 23.
Form 1120-F, Schedule L. Amountseffectively connected income in 2008.If the section 481(a) adjustment was that are not effectively connected with

not effectively connected to N’s trade or In 2009, assuming no other the foreign corporation’s trade or
business within the United States, the commission income is earned or business must be reversed and shown
amount would be reportable for each accrued for either financial or U.S. tax as a negative number in column (d).
year in column (b) as a temporary purposes, FC would include $750 on Example 30. FC is a foreign bankdifference (for U.S. tax principles) and Part II, line 20, column (a), the amount that acquires and holds noneconomicthen reversed as an apportionment to recognized currently for financial residual interests in a REMIC on set(s)non-ECI in column (d). If, in addition, N purposes. FC would then reverse the of books that are reportable on Formwas a foreign bank, the amount would $750 in column (b) as a temporary 1120-F, Schedule L. Under the foreignonly be reportable in this manner if the difference since this amount was corporation’s accounting system, thesection 481(a) adjustment was with previously recognized for U.S. tax amounts are not recognized forrespect to transactions recorded on purposes. financial income reporting purposesset(s) of books reportable on Form

and are treated as permanent1120-F, Schedule L. Line 20. Original Issue differences. FC reports no amounts onDiscount, Imputed Interest, andLine 19. Unearned/Deferred Part II, line 20, column (a), for each
Phantom IncomeRevenue year that phantom income/deduction is
Report on line 20 any amounts of recorded under U.S. tax principles. InReport on line 19, column (a), amounts
original issue discount (OID), other column (c), FC records phantomof revenues included in Part I, line 11,
imputed interest, and phantom income. income as a permanent differencewhich were deferred from a prior
The term “original issue discount and because such amounts are notfinancial accounting year. Report on
other imputed interest” includes, but is recognizable under the foreignline 19, column (e), revenues
not limited to: corporation’s accounting regime. Therecognizable for federal income tax

amounts are effectively connected withpurposes that are recognized for 1. The difference between the issue
FC’s trade or business and therefore,financial accounting purposes in a price and the stated redemption price at
are also reported in column (e).different year. Also, report on line 19, maturity of a debt instrument, which

column (e), any amount of revenues may be wholly or partially realized on Example 31. The facts are the
reported on line 19, column (a), that are the disposition of a debt instrument same as in Example 30, except that the
recognizable for U.S. income tax under section 1273; phantom income is treated as
purposes in the current tax year. Use 2. Amounts that are imputed noneffectively connected income by FC
columns (b), (c), and (d) of line 19, as interest on a deferred sales contract and subject to tax under section 881(a).
applicable, to report the differences under section 483; FC must report the phantom income as
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a permanent difference on Part II, line capital losses from (a) pass-through over the net capital gains reported on
20, column (c) and then reverse the entities that are included on lines 9, 10 Schedule D, Capital Gains and Losses,
amount in column (d) as noneffectively or 11, as applicable; (b) abandonment by the corporation.
connected income. No amount is losses, which must be reported on Part If the corporation utilizes a capitalreported in column (e). The full amount II, line 21e; and (c) worthless stock loss carryforward on Schedule D in theof phantom income recognized in losses, which must be reported on Part current tax year, report the carryforwardcolumn (c) is reportable on Form II, line 21f. Do not report on line 21c utilized as a negative amount on Part II,1120-F, Section I, line 10, as other capital losses carried over from a prior line 22, columns (b) or (c), asfixed or determinable, annual or other tax year and utilized in the current tax applicable, and column (e).periodic income and subject to tax at year. See the instructions for Part II,
30%. line 22, regarding the reporting Line 23. Gross Effectively

requirements for capital loss carryoversExample 32. The facts are the Connected Income of Foreignutilized in the current tax year.same as in Example 30, except FC Banks from Books That Do Not
recognizes $100 of residual excess Line 21d. Net Gain/Loss Give Rise to U.S. Booked
inclusion income on its set(s) of books Reported on Form 4797, Line Liabilitiesand records reportable on Form 17, Excluding Amounts From Line 23 applies only to foreign banks1120-F, Schedule L, for cash received,

Pass-Through Entities, (as described in Regulations sectionand an additional $1,000 of phantom
1.882-5T(c)(4)). Foreign banks report inAbandonment Losses, andincome not recognized for financial
columns (d) and (e), the grossWorthless Stock Lossesaccounting purposes. FC treats $100
effectively connected income (otheras effectively connected income. FC Report on line 21d the net gain or loss
than income from a global dealingreports on Part II, line 20, $100 in reported on line 17 of Form 4797, Sales
operation) that is excluded from thecolumn (a), $1,000 in column (c), of Business Property, excluding
set(s) of books reportable on Form($1,000) in column (d) and $100 in amounts from (a) pass-through entities
1120-F, Schedule L, and excluded fromcolumn (e). The $1,000 reversed in included on lines 9, 10, or 11, as
the net income shown on Part I, line 11.column (d) is reportable on Form applicable; (b) abandonment losses,
Gross effectively connected income of1120-F, Section I, line 10, as in which must be reported on Part II, line
this type is that which is ordinarilyexample 31. 21e; and (c) worthless stock losses,
recorded on books of non-U.S.which must be reported on Part II, lineLine 21a. Income Statement branches or locations that do not21f.Gain/Loss on Sale, Exchange, ordinarily engage in effectively
connected income producing activities,Line 21f. Worthless StockAbandonment, Worthlessness,
such as income from securitiesLossesor Other Disposition of Assets
recorded in a home office that areOther Than Inventory and Report on line 21f any worthless stock
attributable to a U.S. office underloss, regardless of whether the loss isPass-Through Entities Regulations section 1.864-4(c)(5)(iii).characterized as an ordinary loss or aReport on line 21a, column (a), all Gross effectively connected incomecapital loss. See Regulations sectiongains and losses on the disposition of reportable on line 23 is also income of1.864-4(c)(2)(iii)(a) for limitations onassets except for (a) gains and losses a type that is recognized under sectionseffectively connected treatment underon the disposition of inventory, and (b) 864(c)(6) and 864(c)(7) with respect tothe asset use test and Regulationsgains and losses allocated to the property that ceases to be held insection 1.864-4(c)(5)(ii)(a) for limitedcorporation from pass-through entities connection with a trade or businesseffectively connected eligibility of stock(e.g., on Schedule K-1) that are within the United States (e.g.,to foreign corporations engaged in aincluded on lines 9, 10, or 11. Reverse transferred securities of a non-banking,banking, financing or similar business.the amount reported in column (a) in financing or similar business or of aAttach a schedule that separatelycolumn (b) or (c), as applicable. The former banking, financing or similarstates and adequately discloses eachcorresponding gains and losses for business) or that is recognized undertransaction that gives rise to aU.S. income tax purposes are reported the Code at a time subsequent toworthless stock loss that is treated ason Part II, lines 21b through 21g, cessation of the trade or businessallocable to effectively connectedcolumns (b), (c) and (e), as applicable. within the United States. Amounts fromincome and the amount of each loss.Reverse any additional amounts a global dealing operation that are notDo not include on the schedule anyrecognizable under U.S. tax principles reported in column (a), and that areworthless stock loss that is whollythat are allocable to noneffectively apportionable in whole or in part toallocable to noneffectively connectedconnected income on Part II, lines 21b effectively connected income, areincome. Do not include worthless stockthrough 21g, column (d). reported on line 16 and not on this linelosses that are incurred as part of a
23.securities dealing or global securitiesLine 21b. Gross Capital Gains

dealing operation. Report these Example 33. FC, a foreign bank,from Schedule D, Excluding
securities losses as mark-to-market negotiates and solicits a portfolio ofAmounts from Pass-Through
loss on line 14a, 14c or 16c. loans and municipal bonds that areEntities

attributable to its U.S. office underLine 21g. Other Gain/Loss onReport on line 21b, gross capital gains Regulations section 1.864-4(c)(5)(iii).
reported on Schedule D, excluding Disposition of Assets Other FC also enters into a number of forward
capital gains from pass-through entities Than Inventory contracts for customers through its U.S.
that are included on lines 9, 10, or 11, trade or business. These contracts areReport on line 21g any gains or lossesas applicable. not entered into in connection with afrom the sale or exchange of property

global securities dealing operation. Theother than inventory and that are notLine 21c. Gross Capital Losses
transactions are initially recorded onreported on lines 21b through 21f.from Schedule D, Excluding
FC’s set(s) of books that are reportedAmounts from Pass-Through Line 22. Capital Loss Limitation on Form 1120-F, Schedule L. After aEntities, and Worthless Stock and Carryforward Used period of time, FC transfers several of

Losses Report as a positive amount on line 22, the loans, the forward contracts and the
Report on line 21c, gross capital losses columns (b) or (c), as applicable, and municipal bonds to its home office in
reported on Schedule D, excluding (e) the excess of the net capital losses Country X to be held other than in
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connection with a global securities report on Part II, line 26, column (a), Lines 1 Through 4. Income Tax
dealing operation. These assets are ($1 million). Similarly, if Part III, line 33, Expense
recorded in FC’s home office on set(s) column (b), reflects an amount of If the corporation does not distinguishof books that do not give rise to U.S. ($50,000), then report on Part II, line between current and deferred incomebooked liabilities under Regulations 26, column (b), $50,000. tax expense in its applicable financialsection 1.882-5(d)(2)(iii). As a result, statement described in Part I, reportthe transferred assets are no longer Line 27. Other Items with No income tax expense as current incomereportable on Form 1120-F, Schedule Differences tax expense using lines 1 and 3, asL. applicable. U.S. taxes and non-U.S.If there is no difference between the

Report on Part II, line 23, column (c), deferred income taxes are notfinancial accounting amount and the
as a negative number, the amount of deductible and column (e) istaxable amount of an entire item of
the effectively connected municipal inapplicable for lines 1, 2, and 4.income, gain, loss, expense, or
bond interest. The municipal bond Column (e) of line 3 is used to reportdeduction and the item is not described
interest is a permanent difference that only foreign income tax the corporationor included in Part II, lines 1 through
must be reversed in column (d) since it is deducting, other than the withholding24, or Part III, lines 1 through 32, report
is no longer taken into account in taxes reported in line 5 below. If thethe entire amount of the item in
column (a) on FC’s set(s) of books corporation is crediting foreign incomecolumns (a) and (e) of line 27. If a
reportable on Schedule L. tax against the U.S. income tax liability,portion of an item of income, loss,

no amount is reported on line 3, columnexpense, or deduction has a differenceReport on Part II, line 23, column (d),
(e).and a portion of the item does not havethe gross income, gains and (losses)

a difference, do not report any portionfrom the transferred loans and Line 5. Non-U.S. Withholdingof the item on line 27. Instead, reportmunicipal bond securities and forward Taxesthe entire amount of the item (i.e., bothcontracts that is effectively connected
Report on line 5, column (a), thethe portion with a difference and thewith the foreign bank’s trade or
amount of non-U.S. (foreign)portion without a difference) on thebusiness within the United States.
withholding taxes included inapplicable line of Part II, lines 1 throughReport the income and gains as
determining adjusted financial net24, or Part III, lines 1 through 32. Seepositive numbers and losses as
income on Part I, line 11. If theExample 12.negative amounts.
corporation is deducting any foreign

Report on Part II, line 23, column (e), withholding tax, use column (b), (c) orLine 28. Reconciliation Totalsthe combined column (b), (c) and (d) (d), as applicable, to report anyIf a corporation chooses not toamounts to determine the aggregate difference between foreign withholdingcomplete columns (a) and (e) of Parts IIamount of effectively connected gross tax included in financial accounting netand III in the first tax year theincome, gains (losses) from the income and the amount of any foreigncorporation is required to file Scheduletransferred loan securities and forward withholding tax deduction reported inM-3 (or for any year in which thecontracts. The tax-exempt municipal column (e). If the corporation iscorporation voluntarily files Schedulebond interest is netted to zero in crediting foreign withholding taxesM-3), Part II, line 28, is reconciled bycolumn (e). against its U.S. income tax liability, nothe corporation in the following manner:
amount is reported in column (e).Line 24. Other Income (Loss) 1. Report the amount from Part I,

Items with Differences line 11, on Part II, line 28, column (a); Line 6. Corporate Officer’s
Report on Part II, line 24, all items of 2. Leave blank Part II, lines 1 Compensation with Section
income (loss) with differences that are through 27, columns (a) and (e); 162(m) Limitation
not otherwise listed on Part II, lines 1 3. Leave blank Part III, columns (a) Report on line 6, column (a), the totalthrough 23. Attach a schedule that and (e); amount of non-performance-baseditemizes the type of income (loss) and 4. Report on Part II, line 28, current compensation expensethe amount of each item. For example, columns (b) through (d), the total of (“applicable employee remuneration”)income (loss) with differences from Part II, lines 1 through 27, columns (b) for corporate officers that are “coveredlong-term contracts are reportable on through (d) respectively; and employees” under section 162(m)(3).line 24. 5. Report on Part II, line 28, column Report the nondeductible amount of

(e), the sum of Part II, line 28, columns If any “comprehensive income” as current compensation in excess of $1
(a), (b), (c) and (d). Note. Part II, linedefined by Statement of Financial million in column (c), the noneffectively
28, column (e), must equal the amountAccounting Standards (SFAS) No. 130 connected portion of the deductible
on Form 1120-F, Section II, line 29.is reported on this line, describe the compensation in column (d), and the

item(s) in detail. Foreign corporations deductible portion of the compensation
may report on line 24 net income (loss) allocable to effectively connected
from their distributive share of foreign income in column (e). Do not report thePart III. Reconciliation of
partnership interests that do not have “applicable employee remuneration” forNet Income (Loss) perany U.S. source or effectively “covered employees” defined under
connected income, that the foreign section 162(m) on lines 8, 9 or 15.Income Statement ofcorporation does not report on line 10.

Line 7. Salaries and Other BaseThe aggregate income from such Non-Consolidated Compensationpartnerships should be reported on line
Foreign Corporations25, column (d), as a negative number. Report salary and bonus compensation

of the type reported on Form 1120-F,with Taxable Income perLine 26. Total Expense/ Section II, line 13, other than stockDeduction Items option expense and other equity-basedReturn — Expense/
Report on Part II, line 26, columns (a) compensation reported on lines 8 andDeduction Itemsthrough (e), as applicable, the inverse 9.
of the amounts reported on Part III, line For column (a), report the expenses

Line 8. Stock Options Expense33, columns (a) through (e). For included on the applicable income
example, if Part III, line 33, column (a), statement as adjusted and reported in Report on line 8, column (a), amounts
reflects an amount of $1 million, then Part I, line 11. expensed on Part I, line 11, net income
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per the income statement, that are See section 162(f) for additional etc.). Complete columns (b), (c), and
attributable to all stock options. Report guidance. (d), as appropriate.
on line 9, column (e), deduction Report on line 11, column (e), any Line 15. Deferredamounts attributable to all stock such amounts as are described in the Compensationoptions. preceding paragraph that are includible

Report on line 15, column (a), anyin effectively connected taxable income,Line 9. Other Equity-Based compensation expense included in theregardless of the financial accountingCompensation net income (loss) amount reported inperiod in which such amounts were orReport on line 9 any amounts for Part I, line 11, that is not deductible forare included in financial accounting netequity-based compensation or U.S. income tax purposes in the currentincome. Complete columns (b), (c), andconsideration that are reflected as tax year and that was not reported(d), as appropriate.expense in the financial statements elsewhere on Schedule M-3, column
Do not report on this line 11,(column (a)) or deducted in the U.S. (a). Report on line 15, columns (d) and

amounts required to be reported inincome tax return (column (e)) other (e), the noneffectively connected and
accordance with instructions for Part III,than amounts reportable elsewhere on effectively connected portions of any
line 12.Schedule M-3, Parts II and III (e.g., on compensation deductible in the current

Part III, line 8, for stock options tax year that was not included in the netDo not report on this line 11,
expense). Examples of amounts income (loss) amount reported in Part I,amounts recovered from insurers or
reportable on line 9 include payments line 11, for the current tax year and thatany other indemnitors for any fines and
attributable to employee stock purchase is not reportable elsewhere onpenalties described above.
plans (ESPPs), phantom stock options, Schedule M-3. For example, report
phantom stock units, stock warrants, Line 12. Judgments, Damages, originations and reversals of deferred
stock appreciation rights, and restricted Awards, and Similar Costs compensation subject to section 409A
stock, regardless of whether such on line 15.Report on line 12, column (a), the
payments are made to employees or amount of any estimated or actual Line 16. Charitablenon-employees, or as payment for judgments, damages, awards, Contributionsproperty or compensation for services. settlements, and similar costs, however

Report on line 16 any charitablenamed or classified, included inLine 10. Meals and
contribution of tangible or intangiblefinancial accounting income, regardlessEntertainment property to a U.S. or foreign charity. Forof whether the amount deducted wasReport on line 10, column (a), any example, include contributions of:attributable to an estimate of futureamounts paid or accrued by the • Cash;anticipated payments or actualcorporation during the tax year for • Buildings;payments. Also report on line 12,meals, beverages, and entertainment • Intellectual property, patentscolumn (a) the reversal of anythat are accounted for in financial (including any amounts of additionaloveraccrual of any amount described inaccounting income, regardless of the contributions allowable by virtue ofthis paragraph.classification, nomenclature, or income earned by donees subsequent

Report on line 12, column (e), anyterminology used for such amounts, to the year of donation), copyrights,
such amounts as are described in theand regardless of how or where such trademarks;
preceding paragraph that are includibleamounts are classified in the • Securities (including stocks and their
in taxable income, regardless of thecorporation’s financial income derivatives, stock options, and bonds);
financial accounting period in whichstatement or the income and expense • Conservation easements (including
such amounts were or are included inaccounts maintained in the scenic easements or air rights);
financial accounting net income.corporation’s books and records. • Railroad rights of way;
Complete columns (b), (c), and (d), asReport only amounts not otherwise • Mineral rights; and
appropriate.reportable elsewhere on Schedule M-3, • Other tangible or intangible property.

Parts II and III (e.g., Part II, line 2). Do not report on this line 12, Include any temporary differencesamounts required to be reported inLine 11. Fines and Penalties for the charitable contributionaccordance with instructions for Part III, carryforward limitation in column (b).Report on line 11 any fines or similar line 11. Report any net limitation carryforwardpenalties paid to a government or other
Do not report on this line 12, for the current year as a net negativeauthority for the violation of any law for

amounts recovered from insurers or number. Report any utilization of a priorwhich fines or penalties are assessed.
any other indemnitors for any year limitation carryforward net of theAll fines and penalties expensed in
judgments, damages, awards, or similar current year limitation as a positivefinancial accounting income (paid or
costs described above. number in column (b). Report anyaccrued) must be included on this line

amounts from column (b) that are11, column (a), regardless of the Line 13. Pension and allocable to noneffectively connectedgovernment or other authority that
Profit-Sharing income in column (d) and the effectivelyimposed the fines or penalties,

connected portion of the utilization ofReport on line 13 the expenses andregardless of whether the fines and
charitable contribution carryforward indeductions attributable to thepenalties are civil or criminal,
column (e).corporation’s pension plans,regardless of the classification,

profit-sharing plans, and any othernomenclature, or terminology used for Line 17. Domestic Productionretirement plans. Complete columnsthe fines or penalties by the imposing
Activities Deduction(b), (c), and (d), as applicable.authority in its actions or documents,

and regardless of how or where the Report on line 17, column (e), theLine 14. Other Post-Retirementfines or penalties are classified in the corporation’s effectively connected
Benefitscorporation’s financial income portion of its domestic production

statement or the income and expense Report on line 14 the expenses and activities deduction under section 199
accounts maintained in the deductions attributable to other that is reported on Form 1120-F,
corporation’s books and records. In post-retirement benefits not otherwise Section II, line 25. Complete columns
addition, report on line 11, column (a) includible on Part III, line 13 (for (b) and (c), as appropriate. Report in
the reversal of any overaccrual of any example, retiree health and life column (d), the portion of the deduction
amount described in this paragraph. insurance coverage, dental coverage, permitted under section 199 that is
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allocated and apportioned as a and column (e). If an effectivelyLine 22. Other Amortization or
connected bad expense is includible inpermanent difference to noneffectively Impairment Write-Offs
column (a) that is also currentlyconnected income. Do not report any Report on line 22 any amortization or deductible for tax purposes, no bookportion of the corporation’s domestic impairment write-offs not otherwise tax difference is reported in column (b),production activities deduction on any includible on Schedule M-3. (c) or (d).other line of Schedule M-3.

Line 23. Depreciation
Line 25. Purchase versus LeaseLine 18. Current Year Report on line 23 any depreciation (for Purchasers and/orexpense that is not required to beAcquisition or Reorganization Lessees)reported elsewhere on Schedule M-3Investment Banking Fees, Legal
Note. See the instructions for Part II,(e.g., on Part II, lines 2, 9, 10, or 11).and Accounting Fees line 17, on page 17 for sellers and/or

Line 24. Bad Debt ExpenseReport on line 18 any investment lessors.
banking fees, and any legal and Report on line 24, column (a), any

Asset transfer transactions withaccounting fees paid or incurred in amounts attributable to an allowance
periodic payments characterized forconnection with a taxable or tax-free for uncollectible accounts receivable or
financial accounting purposes as eitheractual write-offs of accounts receivableacquisition of property (e.g., stock or
a purchase or a lease may, under someincluded in determining net income perassets) or a tax-free reorganization.
circumstances, be characterized as thethe income statement. Report inReport on this line any investment
opposite for tax purposes.columns (d) and (e) the respectivebanking fees incurred at any stage of

noneffectively connected and thethe acquisition or reorganization If a transaction is treated as a lease,
effectively connected portions of theprocess including, for example, fees the purchaser/lessee reports the
deductible amount of bad debt expense periodic payments as gross rentalpaid or incurred to evaluate whether to
determined under section 166 for expense. If the transaction is treated asinvestigate an acquisition, fees to
federal income tax purposes that is also a purchase, the purchaser/lesseeconduct an actual investigation, and
included in column (a). If a foreign bank reports the periodic payments asfees to consummate the acquisition.
has an effectively connected bad debt payments of principal and interest andAlso, include on line 18, investment expense that is not reportable in also reports depreciation expense orbanking fees incurred in connection column (a), the ECI amount is included deduction with respect to the purchasedwith the liquidation of a subsidiary, a in column (b) if it is a temporary asset.spin-off of a subsidiary, or an initial difference and in column (e) to report

public stock offering. Report on line 25, column (a), grossthe ECI treatment. If there is no
rent expense for a transaction treatedtemporary difference between the

Line 19. Current Year as a lease for income statementforeign bank’s books and tax treatment,
purposes but as a sale for U.S. incomeAcquisition/Reorganization then such ECI amount that is not
tax purposes. Report on line 25,included in column (a) is apportioned inOther Costs
column (e), gross rental deductions forcolumn (d), and its total is reflected inReport on line 19 any other fees paid or a transaction treated as a lease for U.S.column (e).incurred in connection with a taxable or income tax purposes but as a purchase

tax-free acquisition of property (e.g.,  Foreign corporations, including for income statement purposes. Report
foreign banks, must treat their sectionstock or assets) or a tax-free interest expense for such transactions
166 deductions consistently in thereorganization not otherwise reportable on Part III, line 26a (interest expense),
same tax year whether or not suchon Schedule M-3 (e.g., Part III, line 18). in columns (a) and (e), as applicable.
amounts are allocable to effectively orReport on this line any fees paid or Report depreciation expense or
noneffectively connected income. Aincurred at any stage of the acquisition deductions for such transactions on
foreign bank may not claim a bad debtor reorganization process including, for Part III, line 23 (depreciation), in
expense for Regulations sectionsexample, fees paid or incurred to columns (a) and (e), as applicable. Use
1.882-5(c)(2) and (c)(3) purposes andevaluate whether to investigate an columns (b), (c), and (d) of Part III, lines
treat such expense as an involuntaryacquisition, fees to conduct an actual 23, 25, and 26a, as applicable, to report
charge-off under Regulations sectioninvestigation, and fees to consummate the differences between column (a) and
1.166-2(d)(2) for purposes of itsthe acquisition. Also, include on line 19 (e) for such recharacterized
allocation and apportionment toother acquisition/reorganization costs transactions.
effectively connected income. Forincurred in connection with the
example, if a foreign corporation treats Line 26a. Interest expenseliquidation of a subsidiary, a spin-off of
a noneffectively connected loana subsidiary, or an initial public stock The detail for the foreign corporation’ssecurity for purposes of determining the interest expense is reported onoffering. value of its worldwide assets in step 2 Schedule I (Form 1120-F). The scopeof its Regulations section 1.882-5 of the interest expense lines on Part III,Line 20. Amortization/ interest expense allocation, as having a line 26, is limited to a summarization ofImpairment of Goodwill reduced basis in the current year to the results from Schedule I thattake account of partial worthlessnessReport on line 20 amortization of reconcile the foreign corporation’s bookunder section 166, if such amount isgoodwill or amounts attributable to the interest expense to effectivelyincludible in column (a), then suchimpairment of goodwill. connected taxable income.current year adjustment to basis is also
reportable in column (d) to apportion On line 26a, no amount is allocatedLine 21. Amortization of
the section 166 deduction to non-ECI. and apportioned to effectively orAcquisition, Reorganization,
If, however, a current year section 166 noneffectively connected income.and Start-Up Costs reduction in basis is claimed for Report in line 26a, column (a) interest

Report on line 21 amortization of Regulations section 1.882-5(c)(2) expense included in Part I, line 11.
acquisition, reorganization, and start-up purposes with respect to a security that Report amounts in columns (b) or (c),
costs. For purposes of columns (b), (c), is effectively connected, but is not as applicable. The corresponding
(d), and (e), include amounts included on the Form 1120-F, Schedule interest expense for U.S. income tax
amortizable under section 167, 195, or L books, such effectively connected purposes is reported on Part III, lines
248. amount must be reported in column (d) 26b through 26e, column (e). Do not
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report on this line 26a, column (a), already reflected in column (a). The operation and apportioned 40% to FC’s
amounts reportable on: amounts reported in column (c) are effectively connected income from such

apportioned to noneffectively connected operation. FC must report the1. Part II, lines 9, 10, and 11
income of the foreign corporation in guarantee fee expense paid to FC2 in(income (loss) from U.S. partnerships,
column (d) and reported as a negative column (c). The amount of expenseforeign partnerships, and other
number. Amounts included in column reported in column (c) is apportionedpass-through entities);
(a) that are also apportioned to 60% to noneffectively connectedNote. Interest expense from non-ECI, are also reported in column income in column (d) and 40% topartnerships and pass-through entities (d) as a negative number. The effectively connected income in columnis adjusted as a permanent difference combined amounts of columns (a), (b), (e).in column (c) of lines 9, 10 and 11. The (c) and (d) are apportioned todeductible portion of such interest Line 27. Substitute Dividendeffectively connected income in columnexpense reported on lines 9, 10 and 11 Payments(e) as the case may be.is included in the interest expense

All foreign corporations report on lineNote. Line 26d reporting requirementsallocation under Regulations section
27 the amount of U.S. source substituteare an exception to the general1.882-5 as reported on Schedule I and
dividend payments with respect toreporting instructions for Schedule M-3in this Part III, lines 26b and 26c.
securities lending transactionsin that column (d) is also used by2. Part II, line 12 (items relating to described in Regulations sectionsforeign banks to apportion amounts toreportable transactions); and 1.861-3(a)(6) and 1.881-2(b)(2).ECI that are not included in column (a).3. Part III, lines 26b through 26e. Foreign banks that record substitute
dividend payments on set(s) of booksLine 26e. Interest EquivalentsLine 26b. Interest Expense that are not reported on Form 1120-F,(Guarantee Fees)Allocable under Regulation Schedule L, also report foreign source

All foreign corporations, report on lineSection 1.882-5 substitute dividend payments whether
26e the foreign corporation’s amounts or not they are allocable in whole or inThe interest expense deduction under with respect to deductions that are not part to ECI. Foreign banks report inRegulations section 1.882-5 is based interest payments but are sourced in column (c), such U.S. source andon a three-step formula required to be the manner of interest (“interest allocable foreign source substitutereported on Schedule I (Form 1120-F). equivalents”). These amounts include dividends not already reflected inReport the allocable amount of interest fees expensed for financial guarantee column (a). The amounts reported inexpense from Schedule I (Form and confirmation, acceptance and column (c) are apportioned to1120-F), line 23, in column (d) and in standby letter of credit transactions. noneffectively connected income of thecolumn (e). Foreign banks that record U.S. source foreign corporation in column (d) and
guarantee fees on set(s) of books notLine 26c. Regulations Section reported as a negative number.
reported on Form 1120-F, Schedule L,1.882-5 Allocation Amount Amounts included in column (a) that are
and not reported in column (a), mustSubject to Deferral or also apportioned to non-ECI, are also
report the U.S. source fees as a reported in column (d) as a negativeDisallowance permanent difference on line 26e, number. The combined amounts ofEnter in column (e) the amount column (c), and allocate and apportion columns (a), (b), (c) and (d) arereported on Schedule I (Form 1120-F), the relevant amounts to noneffectively apportioned to effectively connectedline 24d. This amount is generally connected income in column (d) even if income in column (e) as the case mayentered in column (e) as a negative there is no amount to allocate to be.number. However, if the deferred effectively connected amounts in

interest expense reportable on Note.  Line 27 reporting requirementscolumn (e). Foreign corporations other
Schedule I, line 24b, from prior years is are an exception to the generalthan banks must record all interest
deductible in the current year in greater reporting instructions for Schedule M-3equivalent payments in column (a). Do
amount than other current year in that column (d) is also used bynot include on line 26e, substitute
disallowances reportable on Schedule I, foreign banks to apportion amounts topayments reportable on line 26d.
lines 24a and 24c, enter the net amount ECI that are not included in column (a).

Note. Line 26e reporting requirementsin column (e) as a positive number.
are an exception to the general Line 28. Fee and CommissionEnter in column (b) the amount from reporting instructions for Schedule M-3 ExpenseSchedule I, line 24b, as a positive or in that column (d) is generally also used

negative number as the case may be Enter on Part III, line 28, column (a),by foreign banks to apportion amounts
for the current year. In column (c), enter the amounts of fees and commissionsto ECI that are not included in column
the combined amounts from Schedule I, included on Part I, line 11. Fee and(a).
lines 24a and 24c. commission expense generally includes

Example 34. FC is a foreign bank, amounts paid or accrued for servicesLine 26d. Substitute Interest resident in Country X, that files Form rendered to the foreign corporationPayments 1120-F and Schedule M-3. FC enters including expenses paid for brokerage
All foreign corporations, report on line into a guarantee arrangement with FC2, commissions. Fees and commissions
26d, all U.S. source substitute interest a wholly owned subsidiary, resident in reportable on line 28 do not include
payments with respect to securities Country Y, that guarantees the amounts that are interest equivalents
lending transactions described in transactions in FC’s global dealing reportable on line 26e.
Regulations sections 1.861-2(a)(7) and operation. The set(s) of books in FC’s

Line 29. Rental Expense1.881-2(b)(2). Foreign banks that global dealing operation are booked in
record substitute interest payments on FC’s home office and are not reportable Report on line 29, column (a), the
set(s) of books that are not reported on on Form 1120-F, Schedule L. FC amount of rental expense included on
Form 1120-F, Schedule L, also report allocates and apportions 40% of the Part I, line 11. Rental expense is the
foreign source substitute interest income and applicable expenses from amount classifiable as rent under U.S.
payments whether or not they are its global dealing operation to tax principles.
allocable in whole or in part to ECI. effectively connected taxable income.

Line 30. Royalty ExpenseForeign banks report in column (c), all FC’s guarantee fee expense paid to its
U.S. source and allocable foreign foreign-related party is allocated directly Report on line 30, column (a), the
source substitute interest payments not to the income of the global dealing amount of royalty expense included on
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Part I, line 11. Include in columns (b) SFAS No. 130 is reported on this line, costs, it is not required that an
through (e) amounts that are allocable describe the item(s) in detail. anticipated termination cost amount be
as imputed royalties under U.S. tax listed for each employee, or that eachReserves and contingent liabilities.
principles that are not included in asset (or category of asset) be listedReport on line 32 amounts related to
financial income reported on Part I, line along with the anticipated loss onthe change in each reserve or
11. disposition.contingent liability that is not required to

be reported elsewhere on Schedule Amounts incurred as fixed orLine 31. Expenses Allocable
M-3. For example: (1) amounts relating determinable or other periodic interestUnder Regulations Section to changes in reserves for litigation rate or equity notional principal contract1.861-8 must be reported on Part III, line 12 expense that is not incurred in a

Line 31 applies only to foreign banks. (judgments, damages, awards, and hedging transaction, securities dealing
For purposes of Schedule M-3, all of similar costs); and (2) amounts relating or global securities dealing operation,
the home office and other allocations to to changes in reserves for uncollectible each of which is reportable on Part II,
U.S. effectively connected income that accounts receivable must be reported are reportable on Part III, line 32.
are reportable on Schedule H (Form on Part III, line 24 (bad debt expense). Example 35. Corporation Q is a
1120-F) under Regulations section Report on line 32, the amortization of calendar year taxpayer that was
1.861-8 (including amounts that are various items of prepaid expense, such required to file Schedule M-3 for its
subject to timing differences under U.S. as prepaid subscriptions and license 2007 tax year and is required to file
tax principles, such as home office fees, prepaid insurance, etc. Schedule M-3 for its 2008 tax year. On
depreciation) are reportable as July 1 of each year, Q has a fixedReport on line 32, column (a),apportionments to ECI in column (d). liability for its annual insuranceexpenses included in net incomeReport in columns (d) and (e) the premiums that provides a 12-monthreported on Part I, line 11, that areamount from Schedule H (Form coverage period beginning July 1related to reserves and contingent1120-F), line 20. through June 30. In addition, Qliabilities. Report on line 32, column (e),Note. Foreign corporations other than historically prepays 12 months ofamounts related to liabilities forbanks that are required to file Form advertising expense on July 1. On Julyreserves and contingent liabilities that1120-F to report effectively connected 1, 2008, Q prepays its insuranceare deductible in the current tax yearincome in Section II of that form, are premium of $500,000 and advertisingfor U.S. income tax purposes.still required to complete and attach expenses of $800,000. For financialExamples of items that must beSchedule H (Form 1120-F) to their U.S. statement purposes, Q capitalizes andreported on line 32 include warrantyincome tax return. The amounts from amortizes the prepaid insurance andreserves, restructuring reserves,Schedule H, line 20 are not reportable advertising over 12 months. For U.S.reserves for discontinued operations,by a foreign corporation other than a income tax purposes, Q deducts theand reserves for acquisitions andbank on Schedule M-3 because insurance premium when paid anddispositions. Only report on line 32worldwide expenses are already amortizes the advertising over theitems that are not required to beincludible in Part I, line 11, and in each 12-month period. In its financialreported elsewhere on Schedule M-3,expense line item in Part III. Such statements, Q treats the differencesParts II and III. For example, theamounts are subject to individual attributable to the financial statementexpense for a reserve for inventoryline-item apportionment to non-ECI in treatment and U.S. income taxobsolescence must be reported on Partcolumn (d). treatment of the prepaid insurance andII, line 2.

advertising as temporary differences. QLine 32. Other Expense/ The schedule which is required to be must separately state and adequatelyattached to this Schedule M-3 for lineDeduction Items with disclose its prepaid insurance premium32 must separately state andDifferences and Reconciliation on Part III, line 32. It must reportadequately disclose the nature andto Eliminate Duplicate Amounts $250,000 in column (a) ($500,000/12amount of the expense related to eachon Line 31 months X 6 months), $250,000 inreserve and/or contingent liability. The column (b), and $500,000 in columnReport on line 32, all items of expense/ appropriate level of disclosure depends (e). Q must also separately state anddeduction that are not otherwise listed upon each taxpayer’s operational adequately disclose its prepaidon Part III, lines 1 through 31. Amounts activity and the nature of its accounting advertising on Part II, line 24, andincluded on line 31, column (e) from records. For example, if a corporation’s report $400,000 in each of columns (a)Schedule H (Form 1120-F), line 20, that net income amount reported in the and (e).are also included in this Form M-3, Part income statement includes anticipated
III, lines 3, 5 through 23, 25, 26d, 26e expenses for a discontinued operation Line 33. Total Expense/
and 27 need to be reversed to avoid as a single amount, and its general Deduction Itemsduplicate allocation. The combined ledger or other books, records, and Report on Part II, line 26, columns (a)amounts for these lines reported in workpapers provide details for the through (e), as applicable, the inversecolumn (e) that is duplicative of any anticipated expenses under more of the amounts reported on Part III, lineamount included in line 31, column (e) explanatory and defined categories 33, column (a) through (e), asis reported and reversed on line 32. (such as employee termination costs, applicable. For example, if Part III, lineReport such duplicative amount as a lease cancellation costs, loss on sale of 33, column (a), reflects an amount ofnegative amount includible in line 32, equipment, etc.), a supporting schedule $1 million, then report on Part II, linecolumn (c) and column (e). Such that lists those categories of expenses 26, column (a), ($1 million). Similarly, ifnegative amount will need to be and their details will satisfy the Part III, line 33, column (b), reflects ancombined with other expense/deduction requirement to separately state and amount of ($50,000), then report onitems that have differences. Attach a adequately disclose. In order to Part II, line 26, column (b), $50,000.schedule to show the duplicative items separately state and adequately
that are being reversed. disclose the employee termination
Comprehensive income.  If any
“comprehensive income” as defined by
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